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CHAPTER I. STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
'!'he Navajo Methodist Mission School is located on a 
100 acre campus in Farmington, New Mexico. It is a private, 
coeducational project of·'·the Board ot Global Ministries 
et the United Methodist Church. The school traces· its origin 
to 1891 when two deaconesses began their missionary work 
among.the Navajos. 
At the time of the study, the school had an enrollment 
of 148 students in grades six through twelve. The student body 
was composed mostly of Navaj o students with some members 
of the Hopi. Jicarilla Apache. Ute, and Laguna tribes 
repr•sented. 
!he Navajo Methodist Mia1ion School was a .. boarding school 
when the study was made. Because of this. most of .the students 
lived in doraitories operated by the school during the approx­
imately nine month school term. Students were allowed to go 
home on "ekenda and,,holidays it they desired to and �d &· 
means of transportation. Otherwise,·. the7 lived in the dormitories 
un4er t:Qe supervision Of the dorm! tory personnel. , 
Statement of the Problem 
Throup the years, a,number of regulations.and procedures 
had developed which governed the behavior of students living 
in the dormitories. A question of student and total staff 
agreement with those regulations and procedures existed. 
Purpose of the Study 
The study was designed to provide information concerning 
student and total staff attitudes about dormitory life. 
The study allowed both the students and the total staff to 
express the ir opinions on selected procedures in an anonymous, 
non-threatening manner. The information gained from this 
study should provide both dormitory supervisors and admin­
istrative staff with insights as they determine dormitory 
rules • 
.Another important purpose of the study was to provide 
information which could be passed on to new dormitory personnel. 
Often, people employed in this capacity have had little or 
no experience in the position of dormitory parent . Also; 
many of them may not have had experience in working with a 
Native American, student body. The�efore, information �elating 
student opinions about the various facets of dormitory life 
could be very valuable to a new dormitory worker. 
Need tor the study 
In order to improve the program, information concerning 
both strong and .. weak points must be brought to the attention 
of those who can make needed changes or continue satisfactory 
practices. If a pro�edure is very unsatisfactory to the 
students or a large number of staff members, then it needs 
to.be recognized and possible changes considered. For this 
reason, a study, of this kind was needed to provide an 
indication of the satisfaction with the existing program. 
2 
There was no indication that a study of this type has 
ever been undertaken in this particular school. Therefore, 
it was an important beginning in assessing attitudes. 
Also, as was stated earlier, new dormitory personnel often 
seek information whicn can help them be more effective in 
dealing with students. This study has attempted to fulfill 
this need.· 
Source of the Data 
The data was collected from all boarding students and 
members of the total staff of the Navajo Methodist Mission 
School. The questionnaires were administered to the students 
by their classroom teachers during the week of May 6, 1974. 
Only those students who lived in the school dormitories 
were allowed to complete the questionnaires. 
i'he questionnaire was completed by the dormitory parents 
and staff during the.same week as the students. In these 
oases, it was administered by the writer•· 
. Definition of Terms 
A boarding.student was one who lived in a 4ormitoey 
operated by the, school during the school year. 
A day student was one who attended the school during 
the day but returned to his own home in town after school. 
Doriniton: paren�s, dormitory supervisors, and dormitory 
P,!rsonnel were all terms used interchangeably. They designate 
those school employees who were retsponsible for the supervision 
of the boarding students during the times they were not in 
school or a school activity. 
Significant was a term used to indicate that fifty 
percent or more of_ those responding indicated a preference 
of one of the three possible responses on the questionnaire. 
Any response receiving fifty percent or more of those possible 
was considered worthy of note. 
Staff referred to all school personnel except the 
dormitory parents and kitchen workers. 
Total Staff referred to all employees of the school 
except kitchen workers. 
Limitations of the Study 
The findings of this study can only be considered 
indicative of the attitudes of the students, dormitory. 
personnel, and staff of the Navajo Methodist Mission School 
during the 1973�74• school year. Even a small change of 
students or mem'bers of the total staff can alter considerably 
the composition of such a small school. 
While all boarding students were included in the sample, 
not all members of the staff were able or willing to complete 
a questionnaire. ·Therefore, the staff population sampled 
was less than total., This may have made a difference in 
the results. 
Finally, the questions used posed another limitation 
of the study. _ Obviously, respondents could answer or. react · 
only to those questions provided in the questionnaire. 
·fherefore·� the study was not exhaustive in its treatment I 
of attitudes toward dormitory procedures. 
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CHAPI'ER II, RELATED LITERATURE 
Boarding schools� both government and private , have 
existed for American Indian youth for over 200 years. 
The first recorded boarding school for Indian students 
was begun in Lebanon, Connecticut by the Reverend Eleazer 
Wheelock, a Congregational minister, in 17.SS�1 Moor's 
Charity School for Indians differed from earlier attempts 
at educating American Indians in that students were removed 
from their tribal environment. The school offered missionary 
training for itis students;' 
It was not until 1860 that the first boarding .school 
was opened on a reservation.2 This school was located on 
the Yakima Reservation in an abandoned barracks of Fort 
Simcoe in the Washington Territory. While the first 
reservation boarding school caine into being at this time , 
it was not until much later that they were well accepted. 
Before the. acceptance of reservation boarding schools, 
students were sent all over the country to schools in order 
1Evelyn c. Adams, American Indian Educations Government 
Schools !ru!, Economic Prof.ess (Morningside Heights, New Yorka 
Klng•s Crown Press, 194l> • p� 18. · 
2Ibid;; p� 37� 
that they might come to live like the white man.J Removal 
from the reservation was intended to discourage running 
away and to encourage assimilation into the dominant culture. 
In keeping with this philosophy, Captain Richard H. Pratt 
opened the first non-reservation boarding school in Carlisle, 
Pennsylvania in 1879.4 The Carlisle Indian School, as it 
was called, was an elementary school offering vocational 
courses in agriculture, mechanics, and nursing. 
While there were advantages and disadvantages to both 
reservation and ri.on .. reservation boarding schools, the 
Mariam Report of 1928 was the first thorough investigation 
into the.problems faced by Indian schools. The Report was 
a survey of the status of Indian education which offered 
constructive criticism� It generally rejected the concept 
of non-reservation boarding schools.S 
One of the first investigations of the attitudes and 
values of American Indians was carried on in 1942 by the 
Indian Education Research Project,6 Tlie project attempted 
to evaluate the impressions held by anthropologists and 
others who had worked with the Navajos of their attitudes 
3Allen L. Nephew, "Christian Education and the American 
Indian," Religious �ducation, LX I I  ( November, 1967), P• 507. 
4Adams, American Indian Education, p, 51. 
Ste\fis Mariam (technical director), The Problem 2f 
Indian Administration (Baltimore, Marylanda The Johns 
Hopkins Press, 1928), p." 406. 
6norothea Leighton and Clyde Kluckhohn, Children of 
the Peoale i The Navaho Individual and his Development-­
(Cambrl gea Harvard University Press, 1947), P• 117. 
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a�d way of thinking. The study applied objective, 
standardized methods in investigating the Navajo. Its 
purpose was to provide information for future administration 
and development of the tribe. 
A more recent study considered the attitudes of Indian 
youth toward the non-Indian way of life�? The subjects 
were ninth grade students from three government boarding 
schools located in the Western States. Attitudes toward 
school, family relationsllips, and the law were considered. 
The results indicated that Native American students, regardless 
of their tribe or geographic background, tended to share 
similar attitudes. fhe majority of the subjects exhibited 
acceptance of the attitudes of the non-Indian society. 
Another study investigated the attitudes of Aleut 
parents toward education. The study by Kleinfeld discovered 
value conflicts.between the school and the community.a The 
fears of parents that the education of their children.would 
mean rejection of the parents and of the old life were 
uncovered� While the parents saw some value in the education 
of tlleir ohil�n� �ey were generally feartu1 of its, 
. ' 
eonsequences. 
Additional research regarding parental attitudes 
7Efraim Sheps, "lndian Youth's Attitudes Towara Non­
Indian ·.Patterns of Life, " .The Jour§!l !?! American Indian 
Edµqation, IX (Januart, 197�hPP• 1 -27 . · . 
; . 
BJ. �. Kleinfeld, "Sources of Parental Ambivalence 
Toward Education in an Aleut Community,• The Journal of 
.American Indian Education, X {January, 1971), ·ppe' S-14. 
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toward education has been conducted in the Southwest among 
The Navaj o and Hopi� The purpose of the study by Biglin 
and Wilson was to determine parental attitudes toward specific 
aspects of the school program and to consider these attitudes 
in relation to race , educational level, and social class 
of the respondents.9 Results were noted as percentages of 
parents showing acceptance or rejection of the various 
aspects of the educational experiences of their children. 
While some research has been done about Indian students 
and their parents• attitudes toward school, there was almost 
no evidence of any work regarding attitudes toward dormitory 
life. Much of what has been written either explained what 
was taking place in a given institution or what someone 
believed should be taking place. 
However, one study was carried out by Kleinfeld which 
related to this writer's interests.10 His study considered 
the characteristics of both successful and unsuccessful 
boarding home parents. The parents in his study usually 
kept only one or two Eskimo or Athabascan children in their 
homes while they attended public schools. It was noted 
9James E. Biglin and Jack Wilson; "Parental Attitudes 
Toward Indian Education," The Journal of' American Indian 
Education,' XI (May, 1972 ) , PP'• i-6. -
10J. s. Kleinfeld; "Characteristics of Successful 
Boarding.Home Parents of Eskimo and Athabascan Indian 
Studentsi'" Hiimap Organization, XXXII (Summer, 1973 );· 
pp� 191-199� . 
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that some parents were more successful in dealing with the 
students than others � The. study attempted to identify the 
characteristics which led. to suocese.by.means of interviews 
giv•n to the students and the boarding home parents. Results 
indicated that those parents who were most open in showing 
their feelings and affections for the students were most 
successful� 
A study which seems to relate well to the subject of 
this paper was one undertaken by Duvall.11 His investigation 
was to determine whether students and staff living in a 
college· residence hall considered" certain conditions which 
existed in the halls to be worthwhile and desirable• Both 
· students and staff responded to the various facets of dorm 
life� Certain broad areas were discovered where significant 
differences existed between students and staff and among 
students and staff • 
.Another study was conducted by Biggsi12 His study 
was designed to observe differences in student opinions 
about residence counselors and to note the relationships 
of these opinions to the personal characte�istics of the 
residents; It was determined that opinions varied with 
year in school and sex of the studentsi 
. 11william R. Duvall, "Student-Staff Evaluation of 
the Residence Hali Environment," XJl!. Journal of College 
Student Personnel, x (Jartuary, 19o9/ pp� 52-.5S"; · 
12Donald A. Biggs, "Student Evaluation of Residence 
Hall Counselors�" Journal of ·Educational Researchi LXV 
(March,· 1974), PP• 125-132;-
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Additional research was conducted to evaluate under­
graduate residence hall staff� Harshman and Harshman 
developed a model for evaluating the undergraduate residence 
hall staff based on the expectations for this group.13 
Areas of expected performance were designated by the 
directors of residence� From these areas the instrument 
was developed and, later , tested on students� 
13carl L.- Harshman and Ellen F� Harshman, "The Evaluation 
of Undergraduate Residence Hall Staff a A Model and 
Instrumen�ation," �Journal .2!, College Student Personnel-, 
XV (March, 1974 J, PP• 12S-132� . 
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CHAPTER III. PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
The first concern was to find a means of effectively 
measuring the attitudes of the boarding students and total 
staff toward dormitory practices and policies. Bucheimer 
and Weiner have suggested a number of ways to consider 
student attit�des.1 The one selected by the writer was 
a questionnaire. 
The seconci concern was in determining the form of the 
questionnaire. The writer adopted a form in which there 
were three possible responses� They were •Yes," "No,• and 
"Don't Know.'" This was a form suggested by Cramer.2 This 
form was adopted because it seemed to be one that could 
be easily vnderstood by students in grades six thr.ough 
twelve. 
Having determined the type and the form of the instrument 
to be used, the next task was to determine what questions 
would be asked, Input from several sources was sought. 
!hese sources included the dormitory parents, the superintendent 
of the school, and selected teachers� 
1Arnold Bucheimer and Max Weiner, "Studying Student 
Attitudes," in Research Guidelines �Rig� School Counselors, 
ed. by College Entrance Examination Board New York: College 
Entrance Examination Boardi 1966), p. 2. 
2stanley Cramer, "The Opinion Survey As a Research 
Techn
.
ique,• in Research Guid!lin�s � Hig? School Counselors, ed. by College Entrance Examination Board New Yorks College 
Entrance EXamination Board, 1966), P• 95. 
· 
To aid in the generation of questions, six areas of 
dormitory life were identified and defined from the point 
of view of the responsibilities of the dormitory personnel� 
fhe six categories were academic, counseling, custodial"; 
social, spiritual, and supervisory• The categories were 
determined and defined by tbe writer. The categories 
and their definitions are found in Appendix A of this 
paper. 
� 
Copies of these categories were given to the dormitory 
personnel in a group meeting. Itwas expected that this 
would help generate questions about dormitory life, The 
writer then talked individually with the personnel in charge 
of each dormitory to solicit questions for use. 
Individual interviews were also used with the 
superintendent and selected teachers to gain additional 
questions� In addition, many questions were developed 
privately by the writer. By this process a total of fifty 
questions were generated for use. A copy of the questionnaire 
ia found in Appendix B of this paper. 
Having developed the questionnaire, it was then 
necessary to administer it. The first group to respond were 
the donaitory personnel, This was accomplished in their 
weekly group meeting.conducted by the writer. There were 
nine dormitory personnel present and each one completed a 
questionnaire. 
The next group to complete the questionnaires was the 
students� They were given the questionnaires in their 
12 
classrooms by their teachers . In grades six ,  seven and 
e ight , the homeroom tea.Cher was the administrator e' In the 
tenth grade � the s tudents responded during the ir science 
class . In grades nine , eleven , and twelve , The English � 
teachers administered the questionnaire s during a regular 
class period . A total of 144 students re sponded to the 
questionnaire . 
The final group to respond was the staff . They were 
given the questi onnaire s by the writer at the conclusi on  of 
a staff mee ting . Seventeen members of the staff c omple ted 
questi onnaires at that time � 
A total of 170 questi onnaires was comple ted by the 
students and total staff. This was accomplished during 
the week of May 6 ,- 1974; 
1'he re sults are considered within the framework of 
the six categorie s  used to generate the questions . '!'he 
13 
s ix categories in the order c onsidered are academi c , counseling , 
custodial � social , spiritual t, and supervisory. Preceding 
each discussion is a table with the results of that statement . 
tisted in the table s are the numbers of each group re sponding . 
The numbers are followed by the percentages which that 
number is ' ot those responding. A summary follows the table s 
and discussions of those statements in each cate gory• 
Acade111ic 
!his area includes five items from the questi onnaire � 
The se items relate to the student ' s  progre ss within the 
school sub j e c t  areas • 
'?ABIE 1 � -.;Dor11 parents should . know what grades their students 
receive in school 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (%)  Number (")  Number (%) 
6 & 7 Boys 6 (40 ) 4 (27 ) 5 (33 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 17 (71 ) 4 ( 17 )  3 (12 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 11 (50 )  9 (41 ) 2 (9 )  
8 & 9 Girls 8 (31 )  16 ( 62 ) 2 (8') 
Sr . High Boys 1 1 (50 ) 7 (.32 ) 4 ( 18 ) 
Sr . High Girls 10 (29 ) 24 (69 ) 1 (.3 ) 
Dorm Parents 9 ( 100 ) 0 0 
Staff 17 ( 100 )  0 0 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
1'he responses to the question of the need for dormitory 
parents to know the grades of their students were mixed . 
The 6 & 7 Girls , 8 & 9 Boys � and Sri High Boys indicated 
significant positive re sponse s l  Also , 1 00 percent of the 
Dorm Parents and 100 percent of the Staff responding marked 
a "YES" response • 
Those indicating a significant negative response 
were the 8 & 9 Girls and the Sr . High Girls l The only 
group failing to indicate a significant response to any 
ot the cate gorie s  were the 6 & 7 Boys . Their responses 
were divided with none receiving fifty percent or more ; 
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TABLE 2.--If a student has a problem with his homework , 
the dorm parents should be able to help him , 
Groups YES NO DON 1 T KNOW 
Number (" ) Number (% ) Number ( % )  
6 &: 7 Boys 13 (87 ) 1 (7 )  1 (7 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 21 (88 )  2 ( 8 )  1 (4 )  
8 & 9 Boys 17 ( 77 ) 3 ( 14 ) 2 ( 9 ) 
8 &: 9 Girls 17 (6.S ) 2 ( 8 )  7 (27 )  
Sr . High Boys 1.S (71 ) 0 6 (29 ) 
Sr . High Girls 31 (89 ) 2 (6 )  2 (6 )  
Dorm Parents 3 (38 ) J (J8 ) 2 (2.S ) 
Staff 6 (35 )  6 (JS ) 5 (29 ) 
*All percent figures were roW'lded to the nearest whole number .  
The question of dorm parents bein� able to help their 
students with homework problems indicates a definite split 
between the students and the total staff e All dormitory 
groups indi cated a s ignificant "YES" response • In all but 
two of the dormitories ,  8 & 9 Boys and 8 &: 9 Girls , over 
seventy percent of the respondents answered positively• 
Dorm Parents and Staff were divided among themselves 
on this item; Neither group chose any of the responses 
often enough for it to be s ignificant • Equal numbers of 
Dorm Parents chose "YES " responses and "NO " responses • 
The same was true of the Staff 9 While students generally 
agreed on this question�  the Dorm Parents and Staff were 
undecided . 
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TABLE . --Dorm parents should meet with teachers at certain 
time s during the year to discuss the progre ss 
of the students in their dormitory. 
Groups 
6 & 7 Boys 
6 & 1 Girls 
8 & 9 Boys 
8 & 9 Girls 
Sr . 
Sr . 
High Boys 
High Girls 
Dorm Parents 
Staff 
YES 
Number (%) 
S (J) )  
15 (62 )  
11 (.50 ) 
12 (46 ) 
8 ()8 ) 
15(4) ) 
7· ( 88 )  
15 ( 94 ) 
NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number ( " )  Number (% ) 
) (20 ) 7 (47 )  
4 (17 ) 5 (21 ) 
6 (27 )  5 (2) )  
7 (27 ) 7 (27 )  
5 ( 24 ) 8 (38 ) 
15 (43 ) 5 ( 14 ) 
0 1 ( 12 )  
0 1 (6 ) 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
�ere was uncertainty among the s tudents re garding 
the desirability of regular dorm parent-teacher conference s 
tor each student . The only two dormitory groups to re spond 
positively in significant numbers were the 6 & 7 Girls and 
the 8 & 9 Boys . Both the Dorm Parents and Staff groups 
responded favorably with only one person from each group 
in the "DON ' T  KNOW" category with all others responding 
"YES . "  
No other group indicated a significant response . Six 
dormitories , 6 & 7 Boys , 8 & 9 Girls , Sr . High Boys , and 
Sr. High Girls , were divided with no response being selected 
f'itty percent or more 0£ the time . 
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TABLE 4 . --It is be tter to have study halls in the dormitory 
than in the school . 
Groups . YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (%)  Number ( % )  Number (%) 
6 &: 7 Boys 1 1  (73 ) 2 ( 13 )  a,( 1) )' 
6 &: 7 Girls 12 (50 ) 12 (50 ) o ·  
8 &: 9 Boys 7 (33 ) 1 0 (48 )  4 ( 19 )  
8 &: 9 Girls 12 (46 )  10 (38 ) 4 ( 15 ) 
sr . High Boys 7 (33 ) 5 (24 ) 9 (43 )  
Sr . High Girls 9 (26 ) 14 (40 ) 12 (34 ) 
Dorm Parents 0 6 (75 ) 2 (25 ) 
Staff 3 ( 1 8 ) 10 ( 59 ) 4 (24 )  
*All percent fi gures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
It is obvious that the 6 &: 7 Boys favored having 
study halls in the dormitory rather than in the school� 
The response of the 6 & 1 Girls was ··· evenly divided with 
fifty percent indicating "YES• and fifty percent indicating. 
"NO . "  
. Negative response s were evident by two other groups . 
1'he Dorm Parents with seventy-five percent indicating "NO"  
were the most negative , The other group with a significant 
negative response was the Staff with fifty-nine percent 
recorded . 
The :rour other dormitory groups were not able to arrive 
at any significant judgement. These groups were the 8 &: 9 
Boys , 8 &: 9 Girls , Sr. High Boys , and Sr , High Girls � 
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'fABLE 5 . --The dorm parents should meet with teachers when 
one of their s-tudents is having a problem. 
Groups ms NO DON ' 'f KNOW 
Number (")  Number ( 1' )  Number (1' )  
6 & 7 Boys 9 (60 )  2 ( 1) )  4 ( 27 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 12 (50 ) 4 ( 17 ) 8 ()3 ) 
8 &: 9 Boys 9 (41 ) 7 (32 ) 6 (27 )  
8 & , 9 Girls 9 (35 ) 9 ()5 )  8 ()1 ) 
Sr . High Boys 14 ( 67 )  ) ( 14 ) 4 ( 19 ) 
Sr . High Girls 9 ( 26 )  19 ( 54 )  7 ( 20 ) 
Dorm Parents 6 (67 )  1 ( 11 ) 2 (22 ) 
Staff 16 ( 94 )  0 1 (6 ) . 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
Five groups fe lt that the doni parents sho\lld 0 meet 
with teachers when one of .their students is having a problem • 
. .  
'fhe Staff with ninety-four percent responding " YES " had 
the . highest positive · response . Other groups which responde4 
positively were the 6 &: 7 Boys , 6 & 7 Girls , Sr . High Boys ,  . 
and Dorm Parents . 
i'be only significant negative response came trom the 
sr . High Girls . Pifty•foar percent of them responded 
· negatively. 
TWo groups tailed to indicate a significant response . 
'l'he•e were the 8 & 9 Boys and the 8 & 9 Girls . They · were 
divided among the three possible responses with none 
receiving eno� to · be considered significant . 
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A number of c onclusi ons - can be drawn from the re sults 
of the five que s ti ons in the academic area . First , in 
the question dealing with the desirabi lity of d orm parents 
knowing the grade s of the ir students , there was 100 percent 
total staff agreement that they should . Three of the s ix 
dormitories favored the dorm parents knowing the grade s .  
It is important to note that two dormitorie s  indicated 
significant negative response s .  This may have been caused 
by a fear of chas tisement or punishment by the dorm parent 
of those re ce iving low grade s .  Also , it may have been the 
fear of receiving favored treatment by those receiving above 
average grade s .  Native - American students generally do not 
like to be acknowledged as superior to the ir peers . A third 
possibility , as indicated in the previ ous two , i s  that the 
students do not trust the d orm parents with the informati on .  
They do not know what use the dormitory personne l will make 
of this information .  
On the basis o f  the total staff and reas onable student 
support , it seems de sirable that dorm parents know the grade s 
of the students in their dorms . However , there may be a 
need to discuss the use of the informati on be fore it i s  
given to the dorm parents . 
The second item .dealt with the dorm parents being able 
' 
to help students with their homework . All of the student 
groups felt that this was a desirable CEl.pabili ty of dorm 
parents . 
Dorm Parents and staff , however , were divided among 
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themselves' on this item . This may have been because s ome 
of the dorm parents had a limited educational background 
and could not provide help . Also , it may have been a 
recognition of the difficulty or impossibi lity of finding 
dor.mitory pers onne l competent in all the areas stuents 
might study . 
Because of student desire for dorm parents capable in 
academic areas , it seems that educational background should 
be an important consideration in the selection of replacement 
personnel for the dormitories .  While one may not be c ompetent 
in all academic areas , a person with some academic expertise 
seems more disirable than one with none . 
The third item dealt with re gular dorm parent-teacher 
conferences to discuss the progress of each student • The 
total staff and two dormitory groups indicated significant 
positive re sponses . No group indicated a significant negative 
-
response ,. thus , indicating uncertainty . among four groups . 
Since there was considerable total staff support and some 
student support wi th no de finite opposition to the proposal , 
regular .conferences appear to be de s irable . 
The fourth item dealt with the desirability of having 
st�y halls in the dorm tory rather t� in the sehool, The 
6 & 7 Boys were the 9nly group definitely:·. in favor of this 
arrangement . This 1 may  have . been because having the study 
hall in the dormitory was less restraining than in the school 
under the supervision of a teacher . 
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Since there were four groups which did not indicate 
a significant re sponse and only one group de finitely in 
favor of the idea , it seems that this item needs more inve s �  
tigation .  While the total staff seems to oppose having 
the study hall in the dormitory , further research is needed 
to . de termine the most sui table locati on and c onditions . 
Finally, the statement dealing with dorm parent-teacher 
c onferences about students having problems in school was 
c ons idered . Five of the e ight groups re sponded pos i tive ly 
with only one of the groups showing a significant negative 
re sponse . It is surpris ing to the writer that only aixty­
four per.cent of the dorm parents responded pos itively. This 
may have indicated a desire to keep school problems separate 
from dorm problems � 
In view of the support of five groups and the oppositi on 
of , only one , it seems that a c onference is de sirable when a 
student i s  having a problem in school . However , cauti on 
must be exerci sed to ensure that the dorm parents are making 
I 
productive use of the informati on they receive . 
Counseling 
The Counseling section is composed of nine statements . 
These statements attempt to assess student attitudes toward 
' 
counseling as they r�late to the dormitory . · situation. 
A table listing the responses to each item by each group 
is provided � 
TABLE 6 . --The dorm parents take the place s  of the real 
parents of the students in the ir dorms . 
Groups YES NO DON 1 T KNOW 
Number ( % )  Number (% )  Number (%) 
� 6  &: 7 Boys 7 ( 47 ) 3 (20 ) 5 (33 ) 
6 &: 7 Girls 14 ( 61 ) J ( 13 ) 6 ( 26 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 1 1 ( 50 )  6 ( 27 ) 5 (23 ) 
8 &: 9 Girls 8 (31 ) 13 ( 50 ) 5 ( 19 ) 
Sr . High Boys 1 0 (48 )  7 ( 33 )  4 ( 18 ) 
Sr . High Girls 1 1 c32 r 20 ( 59 )  3 ( 9 ) 
Dorm Parents ? (88 ) 1 (12 ) 0 
Staff 12 ( 71 ) 5 (29 ) 0 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
There was a mixed response to the s tatement that dorm 
parents take the place s of the real parents of the students 
in the ir dorms . Four groups responded positively. The 
6 & 7 Girls and the 8 & 9 Boys were the two student groups 
with significant positive responses . The Dorm Parents and 
Staff were the other two positive · groups . 
Two groups indicating significant negative responses 
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were the 8 & 9 Girls and the Sr . High · ·Girls . Their •No • 
responses were fifty percent and fifty-nine percent respectively. 
There were also . two groups which did not indicate a 
significant response . They were the 6 &: 7 Boys and the 
Sr .  High Boys . 
TABLE 7 . --When a student is having problems in the dorm , 
the dorm parents should talk with the student ' s  
real parents . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number ( � )  Number (�)  Number (")  
6 & 7 Boys 8 ( 53 )  1 ( 'l ) 6 (40 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 1 9 (79 ) 2 (8 )  3 ( 12 )  
8 & 9 Boys 7 (32 )  6 (27 ) 9 (41 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 18 (69 ) 3 ( 12 ) .5 ( 19 ) 
Sr . High Boys 9 (47 ) J { 16 ) 7 (J7 ) 
Sr . High Girls 14 (40 ) 1J {J7 ) 8 (23 )  
Dorm Parents 6 (67 ) 0 3 (J3 ) 
Staff 15 ( 88 )  0 . 2 ( 12 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
There were five groups responding positively to the 
statement that dorm parents should talk to a student ' s  real 
parents when he i s  having problems in the dormitory. '!'he 
five groups were the 6 & '? Boys , 6 & 7 Girls , 8 & 9 Girls , 
Dorm Parents , and the Staff. The Staff indicated the highest 
positive re sponse at eighty-eight percent . The 6 & 1 Girls 
were next highest at seventy-nine percent . 
Three groups did not indicate any re sponse often enough 
to be considered sigp.ificant . The three groups were the 
8 & 9 Boys , Sr . High Boys , and the Sr . High Girls . The 
response s of these groups were divided among themselves .  
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TABLE 8 . --The dorm parents should meet on a re gular bas is 
with parents to . discuss the progre ss and 
behavi or of the students living in their dorms . 
Groups 
6 &: 7 Boys 
6 &: 7 Girls 
8 &: 9 Boys 
8 &: 9 Girls 
Sr .  High Boys 
Sr . High Girls 
Dorm Parents 
Staff 
YES 
Number (% ) � 
8 (SJ )  
16 (67 ) 
S C2J )  
1) (50 ) 
7 (33 ) 
9 (26 ) 
4 ( 50 )  
9 (53 ) 
NO 
Number (% )  
1 (7 ) 
2 (8 )  
9 (41 ) 
8 (31 )  
6 (29 ) 
1 9 (54 ) 
2 (25 ) 
5 (29 ) 
DON ' T KNOW 
Number ( % )  
6 (40 ) 
6 (25 ) 
8 (36 ) 
· 5 ( 1 9 ) 
8 (38 ) 
7 (20 ) 
2 (25 ) 
3 ( 18 ) 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
Five groups indicated a significant positive response to 
the proposal that dorm parents meet regularly with the 
parents of . students living in their dorms for the purpose 
of discussing the progre s s  and behavior of the students • 
The se groups were the 6 &: 7 Boys , 6 &: 7 Girls , 8 &: 9 Girls , 
Dorm Parents � and the Staff . 
The Sr . High Girls were the only group . indicating a 
significant negative response . Fifty-four percent of these 
girls indicated a "NO"  re sponse . 
Two groups , the 8 &: 9 Boys and the Sr . High Boys , did 
not ind icate a significant response . Both were divided 
among thems elve s with more than one -third of each group 
indicating a "DON ' T KNOW" response . 
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TABLE 9 . --The dorm parents should know the parents and 
family of the students in their dorms . 
Groups YES NO . DON ' T KNOW 
Number (% ) Number (% ) Number (% ) 
6 & 7 Boys 10 (67 ) 0 5 (33 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 20 (83 ) 0 4 ( 17 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 7 (32 )  7 (32 ) 8 (36 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 15 (60 ) 9 (36 ) 1 (4 ) 
Sr . High Boys 14 (67 )  3 ( 14 ) 4 ( 19 )  
Sr . High Girls 14 (40 ) . 8 (23 )  13 (37 ) 
Dorm Parents 6 (67 )  0 3 (33 )  
Staff 16 ( 94 )  0 1 (6 )  
*All percent figures were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
Six groups answered "YES " to the proposal 'that dorm 
parents know the parents and family of the students living 
in the ir dorms .  Ninety-four percent of the staff indicated 
a positive re sponse as did eighty-three percent of the 
6 & 7 Girls . These were the two highest.  Other groups 
indicating significant responses were the 6 & 7 Boys , 
8 & 9 Girls , · sr .  High Boys , and Dorm Parents . 
There were no significant negative responses . However , 
two groups , the 8 & 9 Boys o and Sr . High Girls , did not 
indicate any significant response s . The se two groups were 
divided among themselves with more than one -third of each 
. -
group re sponding HDON ' ! KNOW . • 
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TABLE 1 0 . -- If a student is having a problem in school , the 
dorm parent shol.l1d talk to him about i t .  
Groups YES NO DON' T KNOW 
Number (�)  Number (�)  Number ( % ) 
6 & 7 Boys 9 (60 ) 1 (7 ) 5 (3) ) 
6 &: 7 Girls 18 (75 )  3 (12 )  3 (12 ) 
8 le 9 Boys 12 (55 ) 6 (27 ) 4 (18 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 11 (42 ) 9 (35 ) 6 (23 ) 
Sr. High Beys 16 (76 ) 2 ( 10 ) 3 (14 ) 
Sr. High Girls 18 (.53 ) 7 (21) 9 (26 ) 
Dorm Parents .5 (.56 ) 1 ( 11 )  3 (33 ) 
Staff 1 1 (6.5 ) 2 ( 12 ) 4(24 )  
*All percent figure s were rounded to the neare st whole number .  
Seven of the eight groups re sponded positive ly to the 
des irability of dorm parents talking to a , student about 
school reli!-ted problems . The Sr . High Boys expressed the 
highest pos itive re sponse with seventy-six percent re sponding _ 
•YEs . •  They were followeq closely by a seventy-five percent 
,response from the 6 & 7 Girls . Other groups responding 
positively were the 6 & 7 Boys , 8 & 9 Boys , Sr . High Girls � 
Dorm Pa.rents , and Staff. 
The only group failing to indicate a significant response 
were the 8 & 9 Girls • While forty-two percent of them 
marked •YEs •  re sponse s ,  this was not enough to mee t  the 
requirement of significance . 
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TABLE 1 1 . --When s tudents talk to dorm parents about s omething 
personal , they should kee p  it a secret . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number ( % )  Number ( % )  Number (%)  
6 & 7 Boys 9 ( 60 )  2 ( 13 )  4 ( 27 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 19 ( 79 ) 0 5 (21 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 14 (64 ) 1 ( 5 ) 7 (32 )  
8 & 9 Girls 22 ( 85 ) 0 4 ( 15 ) 
Sr . High Boys 21 (9.5 )  0 " 1 (5 )  
Sr . High Girls JJ ( 94 ). 1 {J ) 1 (3 ) 
Dorm Parents 8 ( 89 ) 0 1 ( 1 1 ) 
Staff 15 ( 88 )  0 . 2 (12 ) 
*All perc�nt figure s were rounded to the neare st whole number .  
All eight groups felt that it was important for dorm 
parents to maintain the confidentiality of discus s i ons with 
students on matters of a personal nature . In six· groups 
over seventy-five percent responded "YES " to this item. 
While all groups favored this proposal , · it is interesting 
J to note that there was some uncertainty indicated . All 
groups had at least one "DON ' T  KNOW " response . Thirty-two 
percent of the 8 & 9 Boys , twenty-seven percent of the 
6 & 7 Boys , and twenty-one percent of the 6 & 7 Girls 
indicated uncertaintj on this item. 
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· TABLE 12 .  --Dorm parents are people to talk to if you have 
s ome problem. 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
NU11lber {%) Nwnber.{%)  Number {%) 
6 &: 7 Boys 1 0 (67 ) 2 ( 13 )  3 (20 ) 
6 &: 7 Girls 16 (67 ) 4 (17 ) 4 ( 17 ) 
8 &: 9 Boys 15 (68 ) 3 ( 14 )  4 (18 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 21 (81 ) 4 ( 15 )  1 (4 )  
Sr . High Boys 17 ( 85 )  1 (5 ) 2 ( 10 ) 
Sr . High Girls 23 (66 ) . 2 .(6 ) 1 0 (29 ) 
Dorm Parents 8 (89 ) 1 (11 ) 0 
Staff 15 (88 )  1 (6 ) 1 (6 ) 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
All eight groups re sponded positively to the statement 
that dorm parents are people to talk to when you have a 
problem. The greatest pos itive response came from the 
Dorm Parents with eighty-nine percent . This was followed 
closely by the Staff with an eighty-eight percent positive 
response . Two student groups �· the Sr � High Boys and the 
8 &: 9 Girls ·, indicated re sponse levels in the e ighties .  
The other four groups , the 6 &: 1 Boys , 6 &: 1 Girls , 8 &: 9 
Boys � and sr . High Girls all had positive re sponse percentage s 
in the sixtie s �  There was only token opposition or 
uncertainty" on this item. 
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TABLE 13 . -- It is okay for students to go to the dorm parents 
on their day off if they think they need to . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number ( % )  Number (%)  Number ( % )  
6 &: 7 Boys 8 (5J )  4 ( 27 ) 3 ( 20 ) 
6 &: 7 Girls 12 ( 50 )  5 ( 2 1 ) 7 ( 29 )  
8 & 9 Boys 15 (68 )  5 (23 ) 2 ( 9 )  
8 &: 9 Girls 1 1 (42 ) 1J (50 ) 2 ( 8 ) 
Sr . High Boys 14 (64 )  5 (2J ) 3 ( 14 ) 
Sr . High Girls 24 (69 ) 6 ( 17 )  5 ( 14 )  
Dorm Parents 4 ( 50 )  ) (38 ) 1 ( 12 ) 
Staff 5 (29 ) 9 (53 ) ) ( 18 )  
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
There were six groups which responded positively to 
the permissibility of students going to the dorm parents 
on the ir day off if they think they need to . The s ignificant 
positive re sponses ranged from a high of s ixty-nine percent 
for the sr . High Girls to the low of fifty percent for both 
�· the 6 &: 7 Girls and the Dorm Parents . 
!he two ne gative responses came from the Staff and 
8 &: 9 Girls with fifty-three percent and fifty percent 
negative re sponses , re spectively. All groups indicated 
e ither a positive or· negative significant response .  However , 
none of the significant responses were greater than seventy 
percent with five of the e ight in the fiftie s .  
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'l'ABLE14. --Dorm parents should help students plan the ir 
future work in life . 
Groups YES NO DON' '!' KNOW 
Number (� ) Number (% ) Number (%)  
6 &: 7 Boys .5 (3J )  .5 ()) ) .5 (33 ) 
6 &: 7 Girls 8 (33 ) 8 (33 ) 8 (33 ) 
8 &: 9 Boys 6 (27 )  8 (36 ) 5 (36 )  
a · &  9 Girls s t�1 ) 12 (46 )  6 (23 )  
Sr . · High Boys 4 (19 ) .5 (24 ) 12 (.57 ) 
. Sr , High Girls 8 (23 )  1 7 (49 ) 10 (29 ) 
Dorm Parents .5 (62 )  1 ( 12 ) 2 (2.5 ) 
Staff 5 (29 ) .5 (29) 7 (41 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the neare st whole number .  
Only one group , the Dorm Parents , felt that the dorm 
parents should help students plan the ir future work in life . 
Sixty-two percent of the Dorm Parents responded posi tively� 
'!'he only other s ignificant response was a fifty-seven 
percent "DON ' t  KNOW 0 by the Sr . High Boys . This uncertainty 
seemed to prevail in the other groups as we ll . None of 
the remaining six groups indicated a s.ignificant response 
to this item. There was. c onsiderable di vision within each 
group on this item. This was evidenced by the responses of 
the 6 &: 7 Boys and the 6 &: 7 Girls where each of the three 
possible re sponse s rece ived one-third of those possible 
in each group . 
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The nine items in this secti on provided a number of 
insights into s tudent and total s taff attitude s .  The four 
" 
statements that were considered first in this se ction were 
concerned with dorm parent-student rapport and background 
information about s tudents . 
The statement that dorm parents take . the place of the 
real parents for the students living in the ir dormitorie s 
attempted to disc over the nature of the re lationship be tween 
the dormitory parent and students living in the dormitory . 
While the total s taff felt that the dorm parent did take the 
p1ace of the real parent , this view was not generally shared 
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by the students . Only two student groups indicated a significant 
pos itive re sponse . Two other s tudent groups indicated that 
the dorm parents did not take the place of the real parents 
while two groups were undecided . 
While the s tatement may have been vague in that it did 
not s tate in what way the dorm parent took the place of 
the natural parent , the re sponses indicated that there is 
a re lati onship exis ting be tween parent and child whlch the 
dorm parent is not able to duplicate . It seems that the 
dorm parents occupy a positi on in the lives of the students 
which differs from that of the real parent . 
Two statements dealt with meetings :of the dorm parents 
with the real parents . On reason for the meeting was to 
discuss problems the s tudent ia.s having in the dorm. Five 
groups indicated signficant positive resp9nse s ' with no 
oth$r s ignificant re sponse on this item. 
on the other question c oncerning dorm parent-parent 
mee tings on a re gular) basis , there were again the same five 
groups indicating significant pos itive re sponses . One group 
indicated a significant negative response . Generally , the 
pos itive re sponses were not as large a percentage -�of the 
total responses for this item as for the preceding one . 
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While there was support for the two statements previ ously 
considered , the support was greater for mee tings dealing with 
a problem situation than for regularly scheduled meetings 
to c onsider student progress • Therefore , it seems reasonable 
to encourage mee ting of dorm parents with the real parents 
when a problem has developed . On the other hand , regularly 
scheduled mee tings · to discus s  overall student behavior and 
progres s  appear to have less support and need more inve stigati on 
to de termine the ir possible value and acceptance . 
Both the s tudents and total staff generally agreed 
that dorm parents should know the parents and families of 
the students living in the ir dorms . Four of the six student 
groups favored this as did both the Dorm Parents and Staff . 
Because of this support � it seems that dorm parents should 
make every effort to come to know the parents and families 
of the ir charge s .  It is understood that there are difficulties 
in achieving this obj.ective due to non-Engli sh speaking 
parents and non-Navajo  speaking dorm parents , great distance s 
from the home to the school > making frequent contact diffi cult , 
and brdken home s where only one parent exerc ises re spons ibili ty 
over the student . 
'lhe following four items to be di scussed dealt with 
/ 
trust and c onfidentiality. One cons idered the need for 
dorm parents to talk with students about problems the . 
students were having in school . Every �oup exee,Pt one . 
responded that the dorm parents should talk with the se 
students . This seemed to be a de finite enc ouragement for 
d orm parent involvement with students who were experiencing 
s ome type of difficulty in school . 
The next item investigated confidentiality . A significant 
number of each group agreed that dorm parents should maintain 
the confidential nature of personal matters which they may 
discuss with students � While there may come times when this 
is .imposs ible , it seems that one should make every e ffort 
to respect students and the "' .trusts they . share . 
A significant number of each group felt that dorm 
parents were pe ople to talk to when one was experiencing 
a problem� This indicates a substantial foundation of 
trust which should be developed be tween dorm parents and 
students� 
The item which considered the permissibility of students 
going to see the dorm parents on their day off yielded 
expected re sults . Five of the six student groups indicated 
their approval. While :norm Parents agreed j it was by a 
minimal fifty percent response . Only twenty-nine percent 
of the Staff re sponded positively to this item.-
It must be admitted that this item was vague . It did 
not attempt to specify at what times the se vi si tations 
were permis s ible and when they were not . Further study / 
of the vaeying sit1:1&ti ons when dorm parents do . not mind 
having their day off interrupted by students seems necessary . 
At aJ17 rate 9 a fifty percent pos itive .:J"esponse seems to 
indicate a general willingness to meet student needs even . 
when not on the job .  
The final statement in this group considered vocational 
counseling. Only one group� the Dorm Parents � felt that ' . 
they should help students plan their future work in life . 
!his seems to indicate that students rely on s ome one other 
than dorm parents to -·�ovide the help they might need in 
v.ocational planning . 
· fhis c ould be a reflection of prap.tice . Since dorm 
parenis have n·ot provided •ueh help in this area in the 
past• there is  no expectation or desire for them to do s o .  
Whatever the reason, dorm. parents are . generally not expected 
to provide help to students in vocational counseling . 
cuatodial 
This section contains thirteen items which c onsider 
"'some of the basic physical needs of students and how they 
11&1' be . satisfied in the , dormitory setting. such things 
as food ; pers onal hygiene , health , transportati on , and clothing 
were considered • Also , .  certain bas ic dormitory policies 
such as checking in and out were considered . 
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�ABLE 1.s. •-If a student needs to go to town during the 
week , the dorm parent should take him. 
Groups IES NO DON ' T KNOW 
NUllber (" ) Number (") Number (") 
6 &: 7 Boys 1) (8? )  2 ( 13 )  o ·  
6 &: 7 Girls 15 (62 ) ) { 12) 6 (25 )  
8 &: 9 Boys 22 (100 ) 0 0 
8 le 9 Gi1:ls 20 (?7 ) 2(8 ) 4 ( 15 ) 
Sr .  High Boys 17 (81 ) 2 ( 10 ) 2 ( 10 ) 
sr . High Girls 2) (66 ) 5 (14 ) 7 (20 ) 
Dorm Parents ) (JJ )  ) ()) ) . ) ()) ) 
Staff 0 12 (71 ) 5 (29 ) 
*All percent . figures were rounded to the nearest whole number .  
All student groups responded positivel7 to the statement 
"that dorm parents should. take s tudents to town if they need 
to go during the we k9 _ Si�ficant positive respo�es 
ranged from 100 percent for the S &: 9 Boys - to sixtJ''"two 
percent for the 6 � 7 Girls � 
" OnlY one group � the Staff , indicated a significant 
ne gative re sponse . seventy-one percent of them marked 
•Ifo •  .with none of the Staff marking "YEs . •  
�e Dorm Parents. were split evenly three ways . Each 
re sponse re ce ived one-third of the responses . ObTiously , 
there waa . a · division of opinion on this one . 
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TABLE 16 .---If a student needs' to go to the doctor , his dorm 
parent should take him. 
Groups YES NO . DON ' T KNOW 
Number (")  Number ( " )  NUlilber (%)  
6 & 7 Boys 10 (67 ) J ( 20 ) 2 ( iJ ) 
6 &: 7 Girls 6 (2.5 ) 9 (J8 )  9 (38 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 9 (43 )  7 (33 ) 5 (24 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 6 (23 )  13 (.50 ) 7 (27 ) 
Sr . High Boys 1.5 (68 )  3 ( 14 )  4 ( 18 ) 
Sr . High Girls 3 ( 9 )  18 (.51 ) 14 (40 )  
Dorm Parents 1 (11 ) 8 ( 89 ) 0 
Staff 1 (6 )  12 (71 ) 4 ( 24 )  
*All percent figures were rounded to the neare st whole number .  
Only two groups felt that the dorm parent should 
take students to a doctor when they needed to go • These 
were the 6 & 7 Boys and the Sr . High Boys , The ir •YES "  
responses were sixty-seven percent and sixty-eight · .  percent , 
respectively. 
Pour groups indicated significant negative responses .  
The highe st negative re sponse came from the Dorm Parents 
with e ighty-nine percent indicating "NO , "  The others were 
the Staff; sr .  High Girls; and the 8 & 9 Girls . 
Two groups � the · 6  & 7 Girls and the 8 & 9 Boys did 
not indicate a significant response to this item. Their 
re sponses were divided e' 
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· TABLE 17 . -- If a student appears to be very sick• the dorm 
parent should send him to the nurse . 
Groups YES NO DON' T KNOW 
Number (�) Number ( % )  Number (%)  
. 6 &: 7 Boys 12 (80 ) 3 (20 ) 0 
6 &: 7 Girls 23 (96 ) 0 1 (4 )  
8 &: 9 Boys 15 (68 ) 2 (9 )  . 5 (2, )  
8 & 9 Girls 24 ( 92 ) 1 (4 )  1 (4)  
Sr . High Boys 22 ( 1 00 )  0 0 
Sr .  High Girls . 3 0 ( 86 ) 3 ( 9 )  2 (6 ) 
Dorm Parents 9 (100 )  0 0 
Staff 17 ( 1 00 )  0 0 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
A significant number of each group responded positively 
to the statement that the dorm parent should send a person 
who appears very sick to the nurse . Responses ranged from 
a high of 1 00 percent for the Dorm Parents , Staff , and Sr . 
High Boys to the lew of sixty-eight percent "YES " response 
PY the 8 & 9 Boys . 
It was interesting to note that twenty percent of the 
6 &: 7 Boys responded "NO " and twenty-three percent of the 
8 &: 9 Boys indicated a "DON ' T  KNOW" response . None of the 
other groups indicated more than nine percent "NO "  or six 
percent "DON ' T KNOW . " 
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TABLE 1 8 .  --It is the resp,onsibili ty of the dorm parents · 
to make certain that students bathe re gularly . 
Groups YES NO DON ' Y KNOW 
Number {%)  Number {%)  Number {%)  
6 & 7 Boys 8 ( 53 )  3 (20 ) 4 (27 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 18 ( 75 )  3 ( 12 ) 3 ( 12 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 4 ( 18 ) 11 (50 ) 7 (32 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 5 ( 9 )  14 (.54 )  7 (27 ) 
Sr . Hi gh Boys 2 ( 9 )  13 (.59 ) 7 (32 ) 
Sr . High Girls 5 ( 14 )  25 (71 ) 5 ( 14 ) 
Dorm Parents 8 (89 ) 1 ( 1 1 ) 0 
Staff 13 (76 )  0 !f. (24 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
Signi ficant numbers of four groups agreed . that i t  was 
the responsibility of the dorm parents to make certain 
that students bathe regularly . The two younge st groups , 
the 6 & 7 Boys and the 6 & 7 Girls , indicated signifi cant 
•YES "  re sponses on this item as did both the Dorm Parents 
vand the Staff. 
On the other hand , four groups indicated significant 
negative re sponse s .  These groups were · the Sr . High Girls , 
Sr. High Boys , 8 &: 9 Boys , and the 8 & 9 Girls . The sr . 
High Girls indicated · the highest negative re sponse at seventy 
percent � The Sr � High Boys � 8 & 9 Boys , and the 8 &: 9 
Girls indicated negative percentages in the fiftie s .  
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TABIB 1 9 . ,--All meals should be served in the dormitory . 
Groups YES NO DON' T KNOW 
Number ( % ) Number ( % )  Number (%)  
6 &: 7 Boys 5 (33 )  8 (53 )  2 ( 13 )  
6 & 7 Girls 1 (4 ) 18 (75 ) 5 ( 21 ) 
8 &: 9 Boys 6 (27 )  10 (45 )  6 (27 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 3 (12 ) 20 (77 ) 3 (12 ) 
sr .  High Boys 7 (32 ) 12 (.55 ) 3 ( 14 )  
Sr . High Girls 7 (20) 24 .(69 ) 4 ( 11 ) 
Dorm Parents 0 9 {100 ) 0 
Staff 0 16 ( 94 ) 1 (6 )  
*All percent figures were ·rounded to the nearest �· whole number. 
Seven of the eight groups indicated significant negative 
respo�es to the possibility of serving all meals . in the 
dormitory. The Dorm Parents were totally against the 
proposition with a 1 00 percent ne gative re sponse . The next 
highest was a ninety-four .percent negative response from 
the Staff � Other groups indicating significant negative 
responses were the Sr• High Girls 9 Sr . High Boys , 8 & 9 
Girls , 6 & 7 Girls � and the 6 & 7 Boy� -· 
!he �nly group not indicating a significant response · 
was the 8 & 9 Boys • .  While forty-five percent of this group 
indicated a •wo • response , this did not meet the teat of 
s ignificance . 
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TABLE 2 0 , --It is the dorm parents • responsibility to see 
that students attend meals , 
Groups 
6 &: 7 Boys 
6 &: 7 Girls 
8 & 9 Boys 
8 & 9 Girls 
Sr . 
Sr . 
High Boys 
High Girls 
Dorm Parents 
Staff 
YES 
Number (�)  
8 (53 )  
1) (54 ) 
5 (24 ) 
1 0 (40 )  
4 (20 ) 
8 (23 ) 
7 (78 ) 
13 (?6 ) 
NO DON ' T  KNOW 
Number (�)  Number (�)  
5 (33 )  2 (1) )  
.5 (21 ) 6 (25 ) 
1 1 (.52 ) .5 (24 ) 
1J ( .52 ) 2 (8 )  
1) (6.5 )  ) (1.5 )  
20 (.51 ) 7 (20) 
0 2 (22 )  
2 (12 ) 2 (12 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
The two younge st groups , the 6 & 7 Boys and the 6 & 7 
Girls , showed significant positive responses to the concern 
that dorm parents had the re11ponsibility of making certain 
that students attend meals , Two other groups , the Dora 
Pa.rents and the Staff also showed significant pos itive . 
responses to this item, 
!he remaining four student groups indicated significant 
negative re sponses � The greatest "NO "  response came from 
the sr . High Boys at sixty-five percent . _ The 8 & 9 Boys,  
8 &: 9 Girls t and the ·sr•  High Girls registered re11ponse 
percentages in the fifties • 
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TABLE 2 1 . -- Snacks should be provided. in the dormitory every 
night . 
Groups YES Nt5 DON ' T KNOW 
Number ( " )  Number (")  Number ( ") 
6 &: 7 Boys 10 (67 ) 2 ( 13 ) 3 (20 ) 
6 &: 7 Girls 7 ( 29 ) 1 1 (46 )  6 ( 25 ) 
8 · &  9 Boys 17 (77 ) o .  5 (23 ) 
8 &: 9 Girls 16 ( 62 )  7 (27 ) 3 ( 14 )  
Sr .  High Boys 1.5 ( 68 ) ) ( 14 )  4 ( 18 )  
Sr .  High Girls 26 ( 74 )  ) (9 )  6 (17 ) 
Dorm Parents 3 t33 ) 4(44 ) . 2 ( 22 ) 
Staff 4 (24 ) 10 (59 ) · 3 ( 1 8 )  
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number .  
All student groups , exce pt the 6 &: 7 Girls·,  felt that 
there should be snacks in the dormitory every night . The 
highest two positive responses were indicated by the 8 &: 9 
Boys at seventy-seven percent and the Sr .  High Girls at 
seventy-four percent; The other three percentage s were 
·1n the sixties . 
!he only significant negative re sponses came from the 
. .  
Staff, Fifty-nine percent responded "NO . "  
The responses of . two of the groups were too divided 
. ( 
to yield significant resitlts . The se were the Dorm J?arents 
anl the 6 &: 7 Girls . 
TABLE 22 . --The dorm parent should be willing to wash the 
clothe s of the st·udents living in the ir dormitory . 
Groups YES NO DON ' '!' KNOW 
Nuntber (%) Number(%) · Number (%)  
6 & 7 Boys 1 0 ( 67 )  2 ( 13 )  3 ( 20 ) 
6 &' 1 Girls 18 (75 )  2 (8 ):' 4 ( 16 )  
8 & 9 Boys 1.5 (68 ) 1 (.5 ) 6 (27 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 15 (.58 ) 9 (35 ) 2 (8 )  
Sr . High Boys 8 (40 ) 7 (3.5 ) 5 (2.5 ) 
Sr .  High Girls 3 (9 )  27 (77 ) 5 (14 ) 
Dorm Parents 3 (33 ) s (.56 ) 1 ( 11 )  
Staff 0 10 (.59 ) ? {41 )  
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
Four groups indicated that the dorm parents should 
be · willing to wash the clothes of the students living in 
their dormitories . These groups were the 6 & 7 Boys , 6 & 7 
Girls , 8 & 9 Boys , and the 8 & 9 Girls . 
'rhree groups indicated significant negative responses 
./to thie item. The highest negative re sponse came from the 
Sr . High Girls at seventy-seven percent . Both the Dorm 
Parents and the Staff indicated significant negative re sponses . 
The only group that dicl not indicate a significant 
response to this item was the Sr. High Boys . . This group 
showed considerable divisi on in its responses , · 
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TABLE 23 . --The dorm parent should make certain students are 
properly dre ssed before they go to school . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (%) Number (% )  Number (�) 
6 & 7 Boys 3 (20 ) S CJJ ) 7 (47 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 15 (62 ) J ( 12 ) 6 (25 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 4(19 ) 14 (67 ) J ( 14 ) . 
8 & 9 Girls 1 0 (38 )  12 (46 ) 4 ( 15 ) 
Sr. High Boys 3 ( 14 ) 14 (67 ) 4 ( 19 ) 
' 
Sr .  High Girls 5 ( 14 ) 25 (71 ) 5 ( 14 )  
Dorm Parents 7 (88 ) 0 1 ( 12 ) 
Staff' 14 ( 82 )  2 (12 ) 1 (6 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
There was c ons iderable di sagreement among the groups 
c oncerning the statement that it was the responsibility 
of the dorm parent to mak� certain that students are properly 
dressed before they go to school . The Dorm Parents indicated 
the highest pos itive response at eighty-eight percent and 
.were followed by the staff at eighty-two percent. Only one 
student group , the 6 & 7 Girls , favored this item by indicating 
a sixty-two percent positive response . 
Three student groups indicated significant negative 
responses . They were- the 8 & 9 Boys , sr . High Boys , and 
the Sr . High Girls . 
The 6 .& 7 Boys and the 8 & 9 Girls indicated uncertainty 
on this item. Ne ither group indicated a s ignificant re sponse . 
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T�BLE 24 . --students should pay for any damages which they 
do although it may have been an accident. 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (%) Number (%)  Number (% )  
6 & 7 Boys 6 (40 ) 4 (27 ) 5 (33 )  
6 & 7 Girls 1 1 (46 ) 2 (8 )  1 1  (46 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 1 1 (50 ) 6 (27 ) 5 (23 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 1 0 (J8 ) . 1 0 (38 ) 6 ( 23 )  
Sr . High Boys 1 1 (50 ) 7 (32 ) 4 ( 18 )  
Sr . High Girls 9 ( 26 )  7 ( 21 ) 1 8  ( SJ ) 
Dorm Parents 6 (67 )  J (JJ ) 0 
Staff 9 (53 )  5 (29 ) 3 ( 18 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the neares t  whole number . 
There was some uncertainty c oncerning the need for 
students to pay for the damages they do even though it may 
have been done accidentally. Four groups indicated positive 
responses .  The highest percent "YES " responses came from 
the Dorm Parents at sixty-seven percent , They were followed 
by the Staff who indicated a fifty-three percent positive 
response . The 8 & 9 Boys and the Sr . High Boys both had 
"YES " responses of fifty percent . 
The only significant re sponse in the "DON ' T KNOW " 
category came from t�e Sr � High Girls at fifty-three percent . 
The remaining three groups i the 6 & 1 Boys , 6 & 7 Girls�-
and the 8 & 9 Girls , did not provide a significant re sponse . 
TABLE 25 . --If a stude.nt 4'1JD41ge,s the dorm on purpose , he 
should pay for the damage s . 
Groups 
6 & 1 Boys 
6 & 7 Girls 
8 & 9 Boys 
8 & 9 Girls 
Sr. High Boys 
Sr .  High Girls 
Dorm Pare�ts 
Sta ft 
YES 
Number{%) 
12 (80 )  
16 (73 ) 
18 (82 ) 
23 (92 ) 
19 (86 )  
26 (74 ) 
9 ( 100 )  
17 (100 )  
NO 
Number (%)  
0 
1 (5 )  
2 (9 )  
1 (4 )  
1 (5 )  
1 (3 ) 
0 
0 
DON' T KNOW 
Number (%) 
3 (20 ) 
. .5 (23 )  
2 (9 )  
1 (4 )  
2 (9 )  
8 (23 )  
0 
0 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
All groups felt that students should pay for dormitory 
damages which they had done intentionally. Both the Dorm 
Parents and the Staff agreed 1 00 percent that this should 
be the policy.-
The greatest support from the student sector came from · 
the 8 & 9 Girls who indicated a ninety-two percent •ms� 
response . Re sponses of the 6 & 7 Boys , 8 & 9 Boys , and 
the sr.- High BPys were in the eighties .- The two remaining 
groups , the : .. 6 & 1 Girl11 and the sr . High Girls , responded 
positively with seventy"'three percent and seventy-four 
percent , re spectively. 
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TABLE 26 . --students should check out whenever they leave 
the dorm . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number ( " )  Number (�)  Nwnber (%) 
6 & 7 Boys 12 (80 )  1 ( 7 ) 2 ( 1) )  
6 &: 7 Girls 21 (91 ) 1 (4 )  1 (4 )  
8 & 9 Boys 18 (86 )  1 (5 ) 2 ( 10 )  
8 & 9 Girls 20 (77 ) 4 ( 15 ) 2 (8 )  
Sr . High Boys 1 9 ( 86 )  2 (9 )  1 (5 )  
Sr . High Girls 31 (89 )  1 () ) 3 ( 9 )  
Dorm Parents 9 ( 100 ) 0 0 
Staff 17 ( 100) 0 0 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole numbers . 
The statement that students should check out whenever 
they leave the dorms received a significant positive response 
from · all eight groups . _The highest positive response came 
from the Dorm Pa.rents with 1 00 percent endorsing the statement . 
The Staff followed closely with a ninety-four percent "YES" ·· · .  
response ·• 
'!'he greate st support from the student groups came 
from the 6 & 7 Girls who indicated an eighty-three percent 
positive re sponse • �e lowest percentage •YEs •  response 
was a fifty-seven indicated by the Sr. High Girls • Others 
were in the sixties and seventies . 
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TABLE 27 . --students should · clleck in with dorm pa.rents when 
they return to the dorms . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Nual>er(�) Number ( �) Numbet- (�) · 
6 & 1 Boys 11 (73 ) 2 (1) )  2 (1) )  
6 &: 7 Girls 20 (8) ) 2 ( 8 )  2 (8 )  .· 
8 &: 9 BOY'S 14 (67 ) 5 ( 24 )  2 (10 ) 
8 &: 9 Girls 19 (7) ) 5 ( 19 ) 2 (8 )  
Sr .  High Boys 16 (73 ) ) ( 14 ) ) ( 14 ) 
Sr• Higa Girls . 20 (57 ) 11 ()1 ) 4 ( 11}  
Dorm Parents 9 (100 ) 0 0 .  
Staff 16 ( 94 )  1 (6 )  0 
*All percent figures were rounded. to the ne�est whole number . 
All groups were in agreement that students should 
check in ·whenever they returne4 to the dormitory• Both 
Dorm Parents and Staff indicated a 1 00 percent 0 ?ES " response . 
to this item.  All other positive response s. were in the 
eighties�· except two • These were a ninety-one percent 
,,POsitive .re sponse ;;,for the 6 & 7 Girls and seventy-seven 
percent for the 8 & 9 Girls . There was no indication of 
significant negative re sponses or of uncertainty on this 
item. 
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The first two statements in thi s section dealt with 
the transportati on of students by the dorm parents � All 
student groups favored the proposal that dorm parents take 
students to town during the week , if there was a need . 
The total staff;' however , did not significantly favor 
this item; They may have felt that this was too much 
inc onvenience to the dormitory pers onne l .  Also , the fact 
that some of the dorm parents did not have transportati on 
available to them may have . been a c onsiderati on �  Finally , 
there may have been a feeling that the weekly trip to town 
which the school . provided was often enough. 
The second statement c ons idered the transportation 
of students who ne eded to visit the doctor .  Only two groups 
supported the proposal for dorm . parents to pe�form this 
functi on .  
There were probably several reas ons for the se results . 
One was the reali zation that s ome one in authority must be 
i� the dormitory at all times when students are pre sent� 
thus , making the absence of the dorm parent imposs ible . 
:Another reason menti oned earlier was the fact that not 
I 
all dorm parents had transportati on available to them. 
Finallyi and probably most important , was the fact that 
the school nurse generally has performed thi s service of 
tranr:;porting students for medical related .appointments .  
There appears to be little interest in having the dorm 
parents transport students for medical appointments � 
However , in light of s tudent intere st , it may be advisable 
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to investigate
.
the need for providing transportati on to 
town in addition to the weekly scheduled town-trip • 
The third statement in this section c onsidered the 
responsibility of the dorm parent in sending to the nurse 
&l\J' student who appears to be very sick . .As one would have 
expected , all groups indicated significant •YEs• responses • .  
Therefore ; the acceptance of this practice seems to be 
well e stablished .· 
The next s tatement pondered the re sponsibility of 
see ing to it that students bathe regularlt. In addition 
to the Dorm Parents and the Staff , the 6 &: 7 Boys . and the . .  
6 & 1 Girls indicated significant positive responses to 
the need for dorm parents to accept this responsibility.­
· Older s tudents , however� were opposed to the dorm parents 
performing this duty• 
It is interesting to: note that genera11y the problem 
of getting students to bathe regularly is greatest with 
the youngest students • In most cas�s , the problem i s  less 
with older students .-
On the basis of the responses � it seems advisable for 
the dorm parents of the sixth and sev�nth grade students 
to monitor the bathing habits of their charges • .  Other dorm 
parents should allow. increasing student responsibilty for 
seeing to this matter as the student grows older .-
The �proposal that all meals be served in 'the dormitory 
was re je�te d •  It dil not re ce ive any" significant positive 
response s from any group � The inadequacy o f  facilitie s in 
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the dormitorie s  to cook for large numbers of pe ople may 
have been one reas on for t�e response • Also , the greater 
social interaction poss ible at the dining hall may have 
been a cons iderati on• At any rate , there was no significant 
support for the proposal to serve all meals in the dormitorie s .  
The statement that dorm parents should make certain 
that students attend meals rece ived support from the total 
staff and the students in grades six and sevenl Older students , 
however , did not fee l  that the dorm parents should do this . 
There was no way to determine whose responsibility they 
felt it was . 
Perhaps they felt a student group should ensure student 
attendanc at meals . Or� they may have felt that the only 
person who should be .concerned about a .  student •·s attendance · 
at meals is that student , himself.  Based on the re s ults 
of this itemi it seems that further inve stigation is warranted 
to determine attitudes toward both attendance at meals and 
who should monitor that attendance . 
On the next proposal , whether snacks should be provided 
·1n the dormitory every night , all student groups but one 
indicated that they should . The Staff indicated a significant 
"NO •  response while the Dorm Parents did not indicate a 
significant response l 
In view .of the student support � it seems that every 
effort should be made to provide snacks every eveningl 
While it is understood that availability of foodstuffs and 
workers to prepare them are both important c onsiderati ons , 
the provis i on of the snacks could make the dormitory setting 
5 0  
more enjoyable for the boys and girls • 
The . statement that dora parents should be willing to . 
I 
wash the clothe s of the students in the ir dorms re ceived 
significant support from fo'lJr stu4ent groups . However , 
there were s ignificant • NO "  responses from the total s taff 
amt the Sr •· High Girl.a • 
Perhaps a review ot past practice will put this item 
in perspective • In the past� the 6 & 7 Girls dorm parent 
washed the clothe s of the girls in her dormitory. This 
practice may have accounted for the hip p�rc•ntage of 
•ms •  responses from the 6 & 7 Girls . The clothes of th9 
other girls were washed by the girls themselve s in washers 
located in the ir dormitories • 
�· clothing of . the -boys "as �•hed in a , 11,\µndx'y .ol)$""ted 
, . . . . " ' . . 
� - ,. • .  ·' · . ' ·  - <. · , ' . ·. ' •  . .  " . : ·  : 
by the school . However , some dorm parents washed certain 
spec ial clothing in their own wash,ers which the students 
did not want washed in the school laundry9 There fore , . the 
statemnt may have been confusing in that . it d�d not state · 
all clothing. Some boys ma,- have been thinking of occaisional 
. �shings of certain items of clothing� 
In view of the poss ible misunderstanding of the statement � 
. ,  
it seems that more research is ne cessary .to determine the 
�mplicationa of the positive re sponse s  of the student groups• 
A detailed investigation o:f laundey, praotices may yie ld 
worthwhile information which c ould indicate the >desirabil.ity 
of •tV' change s .  
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Only one student group indicated that the dorm parents 
should make certain that students are properly dre ssed 
before they· go to school• Both the Dorm Parents and the 
Staff felt that this was the responsibility of the dorm 
parents • 
On the other hand � three student groups indicate4 
significant •NO "  responses to this item. This may have 
indicated a desire by students to be responsible for the ir 
own dress . Also .  it may have indicated ne gative fee lings 
about dorm parents interfering in this very pers onal as:Pect 
of the ir live s , 
In view of the significant numbers of negative responses 
and apparent uncertainty , lt seems advisable that an alternative 
to dorm parent responsibility in this area should be considered . 
Perhaps some invol�ement of student groups would be beneficial . 
The next two statements considered dealt with payment 
tor damages done to the dormitorie s . · One stated that a 
student should pay for damages even though it may have been 
done accidentally• This statement attempted to determine 
attitudes toward a policy of requiring that all damages , 
regardless of the circumstance s ,  be paid for by the students 
causing them. Only two student groups showed a significant 
favorable response to this item. 
However ,  the other proposal which stated that any 
intentional damages should be paid for by students received 
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the support of all e ight groups i In thi s  proposal . only 
intentional acts were included .  By doing this , the c onsideration 
of accidental damage s was e liminate d . 
It seems clear that there is substantial support for 
a policy req,uiring that students make restituti on for any 
intentional damage of dormitory property . However , a policy 
which does not take into c ons ideration the c ircumstances 
of the s ituati on seems to lack support among student groups . 
!he final two items in this section dealt with students 
checking out when leaving and in when returning to the 
dormitory � Significant numbers of all groups fe lt that 
students should check out when leaving the dormitory ; 
However ;� on the is sue of checking in when returning to a 
dormitory; only two student groups indicated significant 
positive re sponses ; This may be explained by the fact 
that the second statetnent reqUired that the student check 
in with the dorm parent personally. Since many dormitories 
practiced a policy of signing in and out , this may indicate 
a preference for written rather than verbal . communicati on .  
The re sponses seem t o  indicate support for the concept 
of students checking in and out of the d ormitories • However , 
the demand that this be achieved by a pers onal c ontact be tween 
student and dorm parent was not supported .  
Social 
S3 
This section include s five statements from the questi onnaire • 
i'he se statements consider interpersonal interaction among 
students as well as relationships be tween students and 
the total staff t 
· TABLE 28 . --students should be able to go into the dorm 
parents ' apartment to visit whenever they 
want to . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number ( % )  Number ( % )  Number ( % )  
6 & 7 Boys 9 (60 ) 5 (33 ) 1 ( 7 )  
6 & 7 Girls 13 (54 )  9 (38 ) 2 (8 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 12 (5.5 ) 9 (41 ) 1 (.5 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 12 (46 )  9 (35 ) 5 (19 )  
Sr a High Boys 1 8 ( 82 )  3 ( 14 ) 1 (5 ) 
Sr . High Girls 15 (4:3 )  10 (29)  1 0 (29 )  
Dorm Parents ' (:38 ) 4 (50 ) 1 ( 12 ) 
Staff 0 16 ( 94 )  1 (6 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the ne.arest whole nuniber .  ' ,'•  · . .-; ' 
Four student groups indicated significant positive 
responses to the item which c ons idered students visiting 
the dorm parents in the ir apartments . The four student 
groups felt that students should be able to visit . whenever 
they wanted to do s o-;· 
Both the Dorm Parents and the Staff indicated significant 
numbers of " NO " re sponses • The negatiye Staff response was 
ninety-four percent while that for the Dorm Parents was fifty 
. percent• 
'l'wo groups , the 8 & 9 Girls and the Sr . High Girls , did 
not indicate a s ignificant response • These two groups 
exhibited c onsiderable division among themselve s in the ir 
re sponses . 
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TABLE 2 9 . --'l'he dorm parent qhould plan activities such as 
picnics or movies for their students . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (") Number (% ) Number (%)  
6 & 7 Boys 13 (87 ) 1 (7 )  1 (7 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 17 (71 )  4 ( 17 ) 3 ( 12 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 14 (67,) 3 ( 14 ) 4 (19 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 19 (73 )  5 ( 19 ) 2 (8 )  
Sr .- High Boys 14 (64 ) 4 ( 18 ) 4 (18 ) 
Sr � High Girls 24 (69 ) 8 (23 )  3 ( 9 ) 
Dorm Parents 2 (25 ) 4 (50 ) 2 (25 ) 
Staff 9 (53 ) 5 (29 ) 3 (18 )  
*All percent figure s were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
All student groups , as well as the Staff , indicated 
significant positive re sponses to the proposal that dorm 
parents plan activities for the ir students such as picnics , 
or movies . '!'he significant positive re sponses ranged from 
a high of eighty-seven percent for the 6 - .& 7 Boys to a low 
of fifty-three percent for the Staff , The other groups 
showed percentage s in the sixtie s  and seventie s .  
'l'he only significant negative response to this item 
came from the Dorm Parents . Fifty percent of those re sponding 
marked "NO , "  
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TABLE J O . -- Partie s in the dormitory should be 
CJ 
Groups 
6 & 7 Boys 
6 & 7 Girls 
8 & 9 Boys 
8 & 9 Girls 
Sr . 
sr ; 
High Boys 
High Girls 
Dorm Parents 
Staff 
the dorm parents . 
YES NO 
Number (%) Number ( % )  
8 (5J )  4 (27 ) 
10 (42 )  9 (38 ) 
5 (2:3 ) 13 (59 ) 
5 ( 1 9 ) 19 (73 ) 
3 ( 14 ) 15 (68 ) 
8 (23 )  23 (66 )  
2 (22 ) 7 (78 )  
4 (24 )  5 ( 29 ) 
planned by 
DON ' T KNOW 
Number (%) 
3 (20 ) 
5 (23 )  
4 ( 18 )  
2 (8 )  
4 ( 18 ) 
4 (1 1 ) 
0 
8 (47 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number .-
Only one group , the 6 & 7 Boys ,- fe lt that dorm parents 
should plan the partie s in the dormitory . Fifty-three 
percent of · them indicated . a  positive re sponse i 
On the other han� � there were five groups that indicated 
significant negative responses i They were the 8 & 9 Boys t 
8 & 9 Girls , Sr i High Boys ,- Sr . High Girls � and the Dorm 
Parents . The Dorm Parents indicated the greate st negative 
response at ·. seventy-eight percent . 
Two groups did not indicate any re sponse often enough 
to be considered significanti  They were the 6 & 7 Girls 
and the Staff .· 
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T!BLE . --When a girls ' dorm has a party , boys should be 
allowed to attend . 
Groups YES NO DON' T KNOW 
Number (%) Number ( % )  Number ( % )  
6 & 7 Boys 2 ( 1) )  8 (53 )  5 (33 )  
6 &: 7 Girls 2 ( 8 ) 11 (46 ) 1 1  (46 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 9 (41 )  2 (9 )  1 1 (50 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 1 0 ()8 ) 7 (27 ) 9 (35 ) 
Sr . High Boys 8 (38 )  4 ( 19 )  9 (43 ) 
Sr.- High Girls 15 (43 )  5 (14 ) 15 (43 ) 
Dorm Parents . 2 (25 ) 2 (25 ) 4 (50 ) 
Staff 11 (65 )  3 ( 18 )  3 ( 18 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number .  
Only one groupl the Staff , felt that boys should be 
allowed to attend dorm parties at a girls ' dorm. Sixty­
five percent responded "YES . "  
Again� only one . group felt that boys shoud not be 
allowed to attend parties at a girls dorm. � This group 
was the 6 &: 7 Boys who indicated a fif�-three percent 
"NO " re sponse , 
Two g:roups 9 the 8 &: 9 Boys and the Dorm Parents , 
indicated significant •DON' T KNOW" responses at fifty percent 
for each group� This left four groups indicating no significant 
responses . Obviouslyl there was considerable uncertainty 
on this item.-
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TABLE 32 . --When a boys ' dOJ:m has a party·; girls should be 
allowed to attend . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
· Naber (")  Number (1')  Number (%)  
6 & 7 Boys 1 (7 )  9 (60 ) 5 (33 ) 
6 & 1 Girls 2 (8 )  1 0 (42 )  · 12 (50 ) 
8 & 9 ,l3oys 6 (27 ) 7 (32 ) 9 (41 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 7 (27 ) 8 (31 ) 11 (42 )  
Sre High Boys 12 (57 ) 3 (14 ) 6 (29 ) 
Sr. High Girls 10 (29 ) 7 (20 ) 18 (51 ) 
Dorm Parents . 3 (33 )  J (JJ )  3 (33 ) 
Staff 12 (71 ) 2 ( 12 ) 3 ( 18 ) 
*All peroent figures were rounde' to the nearest whole number. 
Pive groups indicated s ignificant re sponses to the 
proposal that girls be allowed to attend parties held at 
the boys • dormitories •  Two groups , the Sr . High Boys and 
the Staffi indicated significant positive responses at 
fifty-seven percent and seventy-one percent; respe ctively •  
Only one group·� the 6 & 7 Boys ,· were definite ly opposed 
to th� proposal• Sixty percent marked the NNO• re sponse , 
Two groups , the Sr • High Girls and the · 6 & 7 Girls , .  
indicated significant •DON' T KNOW• responses . The remaining 
three groups were divided on this issue . 
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· The  five s tatements considered in this section dealt 
with the social aspects of dormitory life . The first item 
in this part considered student visitation in the apartment 
with the dorm parents at times chosen by the students . 
While four of the six student groups indicated significant 
positive re sponses to this item , both the Dorm Parents and 
the Staff were opposed to this proposal� The latter groups 
may have fe lt that the apartment was a private area where 
the dorm parents chose the ir visitors and the times of 
the ir visits , 
The results did indicate a division of feelings on 
the matter .- Perhaps there is need for greater clarification 
of the time s and circumstances under which students are 
welcome to visit the dorm parents in their apartments . 
'!'he next two items dealt with the planning of dorm 
activitie s .  The first one considered planning special 
activities · for the dormitory such as picnic s  and movie s .  
All groups , except the Dorm Parents 9· indicated significant 
positive re sponses to this item� 
'!'he second · of these two was a proposal that parties in 
the dormitory be planned by the dorm parents � Only one 
group significantly favored this idea . Five gro'Qps , including 
the Dorm Parents were opposed , 
It may have been > that students felt that they- were 
the ones who should plan the parties .  Als o �  Dorm -Parents 
may have fe lt that the planning <should be done:,. j ointly by 
them and the students . 
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The re spons e s  definite ly indicate that dorm parents 
should c onsider the planning of certain special activitie s 
as a part of the ir responsibilitie s �  These activitie s 
usually require administrative approval t thus·,- making dorm 
parent involvement necessary. Dorm partie s ,  on the other 
hand , were not perce ived to be the s ole re sponsibility of 
the dorm parent ·� Student involvement may be de sired � 
The final two statements in this section c oncern the 
attendance of members of the opposite sex at dormitory 
parties . There was considerable uncertainty indicated on 
these two items .  Only the Staff fe lt that boys should be 
allowed to attend a party at a girls dorm. The Sr . High 
Boys and the Staff felt it was acceptable for girls to attend 
parties in the boys • dormitories . 
i'he 6 & 7 Boys were c ons istent in their re sponses . 
They did not believe that they should at.tend partie s  at 
the girls dormitories nor did they think that the girls 
should be allowed to attend parties in the boys • dormitorie s . 
On both of these items there was considerable uncertainty. 
This . indicate s a need for more inve stigati on of the time s  
and places where boy-girl social interacti ons are des irable . 
Spiritual 
In the spiritual area-� three statements are considered . 
This area was c oncerned with fostering a pers onal religious 
faith among the students � 'l'he statements which follow 
examine, ways in which this might -be acc omplished .· 
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'!'ABLE )J � --'l'he dorm parent should lead prayer time s on a 
regular basis in the dorm. 
Groups YES NO DON' '!' KNOW 
Numbfr (")  Number (")  Number (%)  
6 &: 7 Boys 2 ( 13 )  3 (20 ) 10 (67 _) 
6 &: 7 Girls 11 (46 ) 4 ( 17 ) 9 (37 ) 
8 &: 9 Boys 4 ( 18 )  1 0 (4.5 ) 8 (j6 ) 
8 &: 9 Girls 10 (38 ) 10 (38 ) 6 (23 )  
Sr . High Boys 3 (14 ) 12 (.5.5 )  7 (32 ) 
sr .  High Girls 1 (3 ) 28 (80 ) 6 (1? ) 
Dorm Parents 3 (.33 ) 5 (56 )  1 ( 11 )  
Staff 4 (24 ) 8 (47 ) 5 (29 ) 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
There were no significant positive responses to the 
statement c oncerning regular prayer times led by the dorm 
parent in the d ormitory. No student group or total staff 
group indicated significant approval .of this item. 
However � there were s ome significant negative responses . 
'!'he Sr � High Boys , Sr. High Girls � and the Dorm Parents 
responded negatively to this item. The only other s ignificant 
response was a sixty-seven percent "DON ' T KNOW" by the 
6 . &: 7 Boys � 
Four groups , the 6 &: 7 Girls , 8 & 9 Boys , 8 & 9 Girls , 
and the Staff did not indicate a significant response � 
'l'hey were divld$d in their responses . 
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TABLE J4. --Dorm parents should · lead a ble s s ing before meals 
served in the dormitory. 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (%)  · Number (")  Number ( % )  
6 & 7 Boys 6 (40 ) 1 (7 ) 8 (53 )  
6 &: 7 Girls 17 (71 )  6c( 2.5 ) 1 (4 )  
8 &: 9 Boys 9 (41 ) 6 (27 ) 7 (32 ) 
8 &: 9 Girls 14 ( .54 )  6 (2J )  6 ( 23 )  
Sr . High Boys 8 ()6 ) .5 ( 2J ) 5 (41 ) 
Sr . High Girls 5 ( 14 ) 21 (60 ) 9 ( 26 )  
Dorm Parents 4 (44 )  1 ( 1 1 ) 4(44 ) 
Staff· 9 ( 53 )  ) ( 18 ) .5 ( 29 ) 
*All pereent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
Three groups indicated that they felt the .dorm parents 
should lead a ble s s ing be fore meals served in the dormitory . 
These groups were the 6 &: 7 Girls , 8 & 9 Girls , and the 
Staff . The highest significant positive response was from . 
the 6 &: 7 Girls at seventy-one percent with the other two 
in the fiftie s . 
Responding negatively were the Sr . High Girls . Sixty . 
percent of them responded •No . •  
Fifty-three percent of the 6 & 7  Boys . re sponded "DON ' T 
KNOW . • The remaining three groups , the 8 & 9 Boys , Sr . 
High Boys , and the Dorm Parents had divided re sponses with 
none of them reaching significant levels . 
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TABLE 35 , --The dorm parents s)lould teach Sunday School 
to the students in ·the ir dorm . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (%)  Number ( % )  Nwnber (%)  
6 & 7 Boys 5 (33 ) 8 ( 53 )  2 ( 13 )  
6 & 7 Girls 2 ( 8 )  15 (62 ) 7 (29 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 1 1 (52 ) 8 (32 ) 2 ( 1 0 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 12 (46 )  10 (38 ) 4 ( 1.5 ) 
Sr , High Boys 14 (64 ) 3 ( 14 )  .5 (23 )  
Sr .  High Girls 5 ( 14 ) 24 (69) . 6 ( 1 7 ) 
Dorm Parents 1 ( 11 ) 6 (67 ) 2 ( 22 )  
Staff 0 13 (76 ) 4 ( 24 )  
*All percent figure s were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
Two student groups indicated significant positive 
responses to the proposal that dorm parents teach Sunday 
School to the students in the ir dorm, The se groups were 
the 8 & 9 Boys and the Sr, High Boys , 
Pive groups registered significant negative responses ,  
They .. . were the 6 & 7 Boys , 6 & 7 Girls , Sr . High Girls , 
Dorm Parents , and the Staff , ' The greatest negative response 
came from the Staff at se�enty-six percent . 
Only one group failed to indicate a significant re sponse , 
TJ:lat was the 8 & 9 Girls , 
6.3 
This se ction c onsi sted of only three items . Each one 
c onsidered dorm parent involvement in certain re ligious 
activitie s 1n the dormi tory . 
The first was a proposal that the dorm parent should 
lead regularly scheduled prayer time s in the dorm. No 
group indicated significant approval of this item . Three 
groups indi cated si gnificant negative re sponses while four 
groups did not indicate any significant re sponse . 
Analyz ing the results of this statement was difficult. 
While there was a definite feeling against regular , dorm 
parent led prayer time s.1 it ,does not necessarily follow 
that students were opposed to regular prayer times . They 
may have pre ferred that a student lead the prayer times or 
that they have no leader . The statement did not deal with 
these po.ssibilitie s .  
Therefore , the only statement that can be made i s  that 
significant support was not indicated for regularly scheduled 
prayer time s led by dorm parents in the dorms . The questions 
of whether regular prayer times were de sirable , and , if so , 
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who should lead them provide s additional items for inve stigation • 
. '!'he s e c ond item in this section proposed that dorm 
' . . ... 
i>ar•nts should lead a ble ssing before meals which were served 
in the dormitory, �e practice had been that the Saturday 
and Sunday evening meals were prepared either by the dorm . ,  
parents or the students and were served i n  the dormitory� 
Re�larimeals served in the dining hall were pre ceded by 
a ble ss ing . This item was c oncerned with investigating 
support tor this prac"tice in the d ormitories . 
fhree groups , · including the Staff� favored this proposal . 
Only one group , the sr . High Girls , indicated significant 
oppos iti on. Considerable uncertainty and division was evident , 
howeTer l with three groups indicating no s ignificant response 
and one group indicating a significant •DON ' T  KNOW • response . 
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Aga4.n, due to the .. wording . of . the statement , there . was 
no indicati on whether there was oppos iti on to the practice· , 
itself ,  or a feeling that students , rather than dorm parents , 
should lead the· blessing., 
In Tiew of the division of responses on this item, it 
is · difficult to form any ,conclusion. It appears that additional 
investigation is ne cessary to determine whether the blessing 
is favored and , if s o ,  who should lead it .-
The final statement c onsidered the possibility of . dorm 
parents teaching Sunday SChool to the students in the ir. dorms � 
Twor student groups favored · ·  this while five other .groups � 
including the Dorm Parents 9 indicated significant negative 
responses . 'fhe remaining group did not indicate a signifioant 
re sponse . 
· !he re sults indicate a lack of agreement on the proposal . 
'!'herefore • it seems that the dorm parents will need to 
consider the ir own situation in deciding - '.whether or not to 
teach Sunda7 School to the students in the ir dorms . 
Supervisory 
'!'his section in�ludes fifteen statements which c onsider 
the role of the dorm parent in see ing that students fulfill 
their responsibilities .  Als o , enforcement of rule s is c ons idered .  
TABLE J6 9 --If a student doesn' t do his work in the dorm , 
the dorm parent should make him do it.  
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (%)  Number (%)  Number (%)  
6 & 7 Boys 1 0 ( 68 )  2 ( 13 )  3 ( 20 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 22 ( 92 )  1 (4 )  1 (4 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 15 (68 ) 4 (18 )  3 (14 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 17 (65 )  4 ( 1.5 ) 5 ( 19 ) 
Sr. High Boys 1 8 (82 ) 1 (4 )  3 ( 14 )  
Sr . High Girls 18 (51 ) 13 (37 ) 4 ( 1 1 ) 
Dorm Parents 8 ( 1 00 ) 0 0 
Staff 15 (88 )  2 ( 12 )  0 
*All percent figure s  were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
All eight groups indicated signifi cant positive responses 
to the statement that dorm parents should insist that students 
do their work assignments in the dorms . The Dorm Pa.rents 
indicated a 1 00 percent "YES" response to this item. The 
6 & 7 Girls were next highest at ninety-two percent . Two 
groups indicated pos itive re sponse percentages in the eighties , 
three in the sixties �  and one in the fifties •  
Opposition to the proposal was 1$Qattered . The greatest · 
negative response came from the Sr . High Girls with thirty­
seven percent indicating a " NO "  response . This was not 
enough to be significant � 
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'!'ABLE 37 . --Dorm parents should not force s tudents to d o  
the ir work if the student doe sn ' t want to 
do it . 
Groups 
6 & 7 Boys 
6 & 7 Girls 
8 & 9 Boys 
8 & 9 Girls 
Sr . High Boys 
Sr . High Girls 
Dorm Parents 
Staff 
YES 
Number (" )  
6 (40 ) 
5 ( 21 ) 
5 (23 )  
12 (46 ) 
7 (32 ) 
12 (34 ) 
s <ss >  
5 (31 ) 
NO DON ' lJ'  KNOW 
Number ( " )  Number ( " )  
7 (47 ) 2 ( 13 ) 
11 (46 ) 8 (33 ) 
8 ( J6 )  9 (41 ) 
8 ()1 ) 6 (23 )  
10 (45 )  5 (23 )  
13 (37 ) 10 (28 ) 
4 (44 ) 0 
8 (50 )  3 ( 19 ) 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the ne are st whole number .  
Only the Dorm Parents indicated a signi ficant pos itive 
re sponse to the statement that dorm parents should not force 
students tt> do dormitory work if the student d oe s  not want 
to do it . Fifty-five percent of the Dorm Parents marked 
the "YES" response . 
Only one group indicated a s igni ficant negative re sponse . 
That was the Staff at an even fifty percent . 
None of the student groups indi cated significant re sponses 
to this item. They were all divided in their re sponses 
. .  
with none reaching the fifty percent level . 
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TABLE J 8 . --The dorm parent should report any violati on of 
school rules to the Superintendent . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number(% )  Number (%) Number (%}  
6 & 7 Boys .5 (JJ ) .5 (JJ ) .5 (Jl ) 
6 & 1 Girls 1 0 (42 ) 4 ( 17 )  1 0 (42 )  
8 & 9 Boys 4 ( 18 ) 14 (64 )  4 ( 18 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 8 ( J1 )  9 (3.5 ) 9 (3.5 )  
Sr . High Boys 6 (27 ) 10 (45 )  6 (27 ) 
Sr . High Girls 8 (23 ) 2J (66 ) 4 ( 1 1 ) 
Dorm Parents 7 (78 ) 1 ( 11 ) 1 ( 1 1 ) 
Staff 5 (29 ) 6 (JS ) 6 (J.5 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
Only one group , the Dorm Parents , responded pos itive ly 
to the proposal that the dorm parent report any vi olation 
of school rule s  to the Superintendent . Seventy-seven percent 
of the Dorm Parents marked a "YES "  response to this item. 
There were two groups which indicated signi ficant 
negative re sponse s ,  They were the '8 & 9 Boys " 'and the Sr . 
High Girls with sixty-four percent and sixty-six percent 
�NO " re sponse s ,  respectively . 
Five groups did not show significant responses to this 
item. They were the · 6 & 7 Boys , 6 & 7 Girls 1 8 &: 9 Girls· I 
Sr.  High Boys , and the staff . 
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· '!'ABLE J 9 . --I:r a student breaks the rules of the dorm ,  it is 
the dorm parent ' s  j ob to punish him . 
Groups YES NO DON ' '!' KNOW 
Number (") Number (") Number ( % )  
6 & 7 Boys 1 1  ( 73 ) 1 (7 ) 3 (20 ) 
6 & 1 Girls 21 ( 88 ) 1 (4 ) 2 (8)  
8 & 9 Boys 16 ( 73 ) 5 (23 )  1 (4 )  
8 & 9 Girls 14 ( 54 )  3 ( 12 )  9 (35 ) 
Sr . High Boys 12(5.5 ) : 8 (J6 ) 2 ( 9 )  
Sr . High Girls 22 (6J ) 6 ( 17 )  7 (20 ) 
Dorm Parents 8 (89 ) 1 (11 ) 0 
Staff 12 (71 ) 2 ( 1 2 )  3 ( 18 ) 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
All groups indicated significant positive .re sponse s 
to· the statement that the dorm parent should punish a student 
who breaks the rules of the dorm. The two highest positive · 
r� sponses were indicated by the Dorm Parents and the 6 & 7 
Girls at eighty-nine percent and eighty-e ight percent , 
re spectively. Three groups had posi ti�e"' response percentages 
in the seventie s ,  one group in the sixties , and two groups 
in the fifties .  
The highest negative . .  response ·came from the Sr . High 
Boys with a thirty-six percent "NO "  response . This ,  however , 
was not great enough to meet the reciuirements of significance . 
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TABIE 4o . --If a student breaks the rule s of the dorm ,  the 
Superintendent should punish him . 
Groups 
6 &: 7 Boys 
6 &: 7 Girls 
8 &: 9 Boys 
8 &: 9 Girls 
sr . High Boys 
Sr . High Girls 
Dorm Parents 
Staff 
Y.ES 
Number (")  
4 ( 27 ) 
6 ( 25 ) 
1 (5 ) 
4 ( 15 ) 
2 ( 9 ) . 
4 ( 11 ) 
4 (50 )  
0 
NO 
Number (") 
7 (47 ) 
6 (25 ) 
18 (82 )  
1 9 (73 }  
17 ( 77 )  
26 (74 )  
J (J8 ) 
13 ( 76 )  � 
DON' T KNOW 
Number (%)  
4 ( 27 ) 
12 (50 ) 
3 ( 14 )  
.3 ( 12 ) 
3 ( 14 )  
5 ( 14 ) 
1 ( 12 ) 
4 (24 ) 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the neare st whole number .  
There were a number o f  significant re sponses to the 
proposal that the Superintendent should punish students 
who viol.ate dorm rules l"  The only group wi th a significant 
· ·ms• re sponse was the Dorm Parents with fifty percent 
apprOYing. 
On the other hand , five groups indicated significant 
negative re sponse s .  The greatest "NO " re sponse came from 
the 8 &: 9 Boys with eighty-two percent· disapproving. The 
8 &: 9 '�Girls , sr . High Boys , Sr . High Girls , and the Staff 
all had negative response percentages in the seventies . · 
One group; the 6 & 7 Girls , indicated a s ignific�nt 
"DON ' T KNOW" response . Fifty percent of the se girls were 
not certain on this item. 
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TABLE 41 . -- If a student misbehaves,  it is better to scold 
or c orrect him when he is alone . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Nwnbor (%)  Number (")  Nwnber (% ) 
6 & 7 Boys 6 (40 ) 1 (7 ) 8 (53 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 20 (83 ) 4 (16 ) 0 
8 & 9 Boys 12 (55 ) 4 ( 18 )  6 (27 )  
8 & 9 Girls 15 ( 58 ) 4 ( 15 ) 7 ( 27 )  
sr . High Boys 1 8 ( 86 )  3 ( 14 ) 0 
Sr. High Girls 2){66 ) 6 ( 17 ) 6 ( 17 ) 
Dorm Par•nts 9 ( 1 00 )  0 0 
Staff 1 2  ( 71 ) 2 ( 12 )  ) ( 18 ) 
*All percent ;figure s were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
Seven of the eight groups marked significant numbers 
of positive re sponses to the statement that it is better 
to scold or correct in private a student who has misbehaved . 
The Dorm Parents led in the positive response s with 1 00  
percent indicating "YES . "  Two groups had positive response 
percentages in the eighties , one in the seventies , one in 
the sixties , and two in the fifties .  
One group indicated a significant "DON ' T  KNOW" re sponse . 
This was the 6 & ? Boys group which indicated fif�y-three 
percent were uncertain on this item . 
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TABLE 42 . -- If a student misbehave s in school , the d orm 
parent should punish him . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
NumbGr (%)  Number (% )  Number (% ) 
6 &: 7 Boys 4 ( 29 ) 7 ( 50 ) 3 (21 ) 
6 &: 7 Girls 10 (42 )  9 (J8 ) 5 ( 21 ) 
8 &: 9 Boys 5 (23 )  14 (64 ) J ( 14 ) 
8 &: 9 Girls 2 (8 )  15 (58 )  9 ( 35 )  
Sr . High Boys 4 ( 19 )  12 ( 57 ) 5 ( 24 ) 
Sr . High Girls 6 ( 17 ) 24 (69 ) 5 ( 14) 
Dorm Parents 0 7 (100 )  0 
Staff 0 13 ( 76 ) 4 ( 24 )  
*All percent figures were rounded to the neare $t whole number . 
No groups indicated significant posi tive re sponses 
to the statement that if a student misbehave s in school , 
the dorm parent should punish him. The highe st positive 
response came from the 6 &: 7 Girls but was only forty-two 
percent . 
Seven groups indicated a-.• s ignifi cant negative response 
to this proposal . The Dorm Parents showed the highe st 
negative re sponse by ind icating 1 00 percent "YES . •  The 
Staff indicated a negative response percentage of seventy� 
s ix.  Two gr�ups showed positive re sponse percentage s in 
the s ixties and three in the fi fties .  The 6 &: 'l Girls 
failed to indicate a significant response . 
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'!'ABLE 4J . --Dorm parents should knock on a student ' s  door 
before entering the room. 
Groups YES NO DON' T KNOW 
Number ( % )  Number (% ) Number ( % )  
6 & 7 Boys 13 ( 87 )  1 ( 7 )  1 (7 )  
6 & 7 Girls 2 1  (88 ) 1 (4 )  2 ( 8 )  
8 & 9 Boys 18 ( 86 ) 3 ( 14 ) 0 
8 & 9 Girls 25 ( 96 )  1 ( 5 )  0 
Sr. High Boys 19 ( 90 )  0 2 ( 10 ) 
Sr . High Girls 35 ( 100 ) 0 2 ( 1 0 ) 
Dorm Parents 9 ( 1 0.0 ) 0 0 
Staff 17 ( 100 ) 0 0 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
All groups indicated a significant number of "YES" 
responses to the proposal that dorm paren�s knock on a 
student ' s door before entering his room .  Three, groups , 
the Sr . High Girls �·· Dorm Parents , and the Staff indicated 
1 00 percent pos itive re spons e s . Ninety-s ix percent of the 
8 & 9 Girls responded positive ly , as did ninety percent 
of the Sr � High Boys � 
The remaining groups showed positive re sponse percentage s 
in the eighties .  They were the 6 & 7 Girls with eighty- . 
e ight percent responding "YES , "  the 6 & 7 Boys with eighty-
-
seven percent , and. the 8 & 9 Boys with eighty-six percent . 
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· TABLE 44 . --Dorm parents should inspect students • rooms t6 
see that they are cle an • 
Groups YES NO DON1 T KNOW 
Number (%) Number (")  Number (%) 
6 & 7 Boys 10 ( 71 ) 3 (21 )  1 ( 7 )  
6 & 7 Girls 20 (83 ) 4 ( 17 ) 0 
8 & 9 Boys 14 (64 )  6 ( 27 ) 2 (9 )  
8 &: 9 Girls 1 1  (42 ) 1 1 (42 ) 4 ( 1.5 )  
Sr . High Boys - 15 (71 ) .5 (24 ) 1 ( .5 )  
Sr . High Girls 1 0(29 ) 19 (54 )  6 ( 17 )  
Dorm Parents 9 ( 100 ) 0 0 
Staff 17 (100 ) 0 0 
*All percent figures were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
Six of the e ight groups fe lt that the dorm parents 
should inspect the rooms of students to see that they are 
clean. Both the Dorm Parents and the Staff indicated significant 
positive re sponses of 100 percent • .  Other groups indicating 
s ignificant positive re sponse s were the 6 & 7 Boys , 6 & 7 
Girls , 8 &: 9 Boys , and the · sr .  High Boys . 
One group ,  the Sr . High Girls , indicated a significant 
percentage of negative re sponse s .  . Fi fty-four percent marked 
The 8 &: 9 Girls failed to indicate a significant response . 
There was considerable division within this group ,  
'!'ABLE 4S . -- It is  okay for dorm parents to search a student ' s  
room when he is not pre sent .  
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number(%)  Number (%)  Number (%)  
6 & 7 Boys 2 ( 13 ) 1 1 ( ?3 ) 2 ( 13 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 5 (21 ) 11 (46 ) 8 (33 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 3 ( 14 ) 16 ( 73 )  3 (14 )  
8 &: 9 Girls 2 (8 )  22 (8.5 ) 2 (8 )  
Sr . High Boys 2 (9 )  1 9 ( 86 )  1 (5 ) 
Sr . High Girls 1 CJ > 33 ( 97 ) 0 
Dorm Parents 4 (.50) 2 (2.5 )  2 (2.5 ) 
Staff 3 ( 18 )  11 ( 65 )  3 (18 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
Only one group indicated a significant posi tive response .  
to the statement that it is okay for dorm parents to search 
a student ' s room when he is not present . This group was 
the Dorm Parents with fifty percent of them responding 
" YES . "  
Six groups indicated s ignificant ;;negative · responses 
to "this item • .  The highe st percentage "NO " response , ninety­
seven, came from the Sr. High Girls . Other groups with 
s ignificant negative responses were the " 6  & 'l Boys , 8 & 9 
Boys , 8 & 9 Girls , Sr9 High ·Boys , and the Staff . 
'rhe 6 & 7 Girls were divided in their response s . They 
did not indicate a significant response . 
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TABLE 46 . --The dorm parents should treat all students the 
same when they break the rules .  
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (" )  Number (")  Number (%)  
6 & 7 Boys 9 (6() )  2 ( 13 ) 4 (27 ) 
6 & ? Girls 14 (58 )  5 (21 ) 5 (21 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 15 (71 ) 4 ( 1 9 ) 2 ( 10 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 18 (69 )  6 ( 2J )  2 (8 ) 
Sr . High Boys 15 (68 )  5 (2J ) 2 (9 ) 
Sr .  High Girls 26 ( 74 ) 5 ( 14 ) 4 (1 1 ) 
Dorm Parente 6 (67 )  J (JJ ) 0 
Staff 1 0 ( 59 )  1 (6 ) 6 (35 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the neare st whole number . 
'!'here was considerable support for the proposition 
that d orm parents treat all students alike when they break 
the rules .  All groups indicated significant positive responses 
to this item. Highest of the se was a seventy-four percent 
•YES" response from the sr . High Girls . They were followed 
by the 8 & 9 Boys at seventy-one percent . 
Four groups had positive response percentages in the 
sixtie s  and two in the fifties . The 1·owest were the 6 & 7 
I 
Girls with fifty•e ight percent responding • YEs • •  
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TABLE 47 . --A strict dorm parent is be tter than one who 
is not strict . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number (%)  Numbe� (%)  Number (%) 
6 & 7 Boys 4 (27 ) 9 (60) 2 (13 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 5 (21 ) 9 (J8 )  10 (42 )  
8 & 9 Boys 5 (2J )  14 (64 )  3 ( 14 )  
8 & 9 Girls 2 ( 8 )  19 (73 ) 5 ( 1 9 ) 
Sr . High Boys 5 (23 )  1 0 (4.5) 7 (32 ) 
Sr . High Girls 8 ( 24 ) 15 (44 ) 1 1 (J2 } 
. Dorm Parents 8 ( 1 00 ) 0 0 
Staff 12 (71 ) 1 (6 ) 4 (24 ) 
*All percent figures were rounded to the neare st whole n\.tmber . 
Only two groups marked significant numbers of positive 
responses to the assertion that a strict dorm parent is 
better than one who is not strict . These two were the 
Dorm Parents and the Staff with positive re sponses of 1 00 
percent and seventy-one percent , respectively. 
fhree student : groups sh'Owed significant negative responses 
to this item. They were the 6 & 7 Boys , 8 & 9 Boys , and 
the 8 & 9 Girls . 
The three remaining student groups did not indi cate 
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any s ignificant responses . The ir responses revealed · c ons iderable 
division on this issue . 
. 
TABLE 48 . -- The student should notify the dorm parent whenever 
he ls going to be gone from the dormitory 
for a. school fie ld trip or event . 
Groups YES NO DON ' '!' KNOW 
Number ( % )  Number (% )  Number (% )  
6 & 7 Boys 1 0 (67 ) 1 ( 7 ) 4 (27 ) 
6 & 1 Girls 20 ( 87 ) 1 (4 )  2 (9 ) 
8 & 9 Boys 16 (76 ) 3 ( 14 )  2 ( 1 0 ) 
8 & 9 Girls 19 ( 73 ) 4 ( 15 ) 3 ( 12 ) 
Sr. High Boys 16 (76) 3 ( 14 )  2 ( 10 ) 
Sr . High Girls 27 ( 77 ) 17,( 20 } 1 (3 ) 
Dorm Parents 9 ( 1 00 ) 0 0 
Staff 15 (88 ) 2 ( 12 } 0 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
There was general agreement that the student should 
notify the dorm parent whenever he is going to be gone from 
the dormitory for a school field trip or event . All groups 
indicated s ignificant pos itive re sponses to this i te•• 
The highest positive re spons& came from the Dorm Parents 
with 1 00 percent of them responding "YES . "  They were followed 
by the Staff who indicated an e i ghty-eight percent pos itive 
response . 
The highest re sponse .from a student group was shown 
by the 6 & 7 Girls at e i ghty-seven percent "YES . "  Other 
positive re sponse : percentages included four in the seventies 
and one. in , the sixties.  
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TABLE 49 . --on the dorm parents • day off , the re l ie f  d orm 
parent has the same authority as the re gular 
dorm . parents . 
Groups 
6 &: 7 Boys 
6 &: 7 Girls 
8 &: 9 Boys 
8 &: 9 Girls 
Sr . High Boys 
Sr . High Girls 
Dorm Parents 
Staff 
YES 
Number (%)  
.5 (33 )  
1 2 (50 ) 
7 (33 ) 
18 (69 ) 
7 (32 ) 
23 (67 ) 
9 ( 100) 
16 ( 94 )  
NO · 
Number ( % ) 
.5 (33 )  
7 ( 29 ) 
6 (29 )  
2 (8 )  
1 0 (4.5 ) 
.5 ( 14 ) 
0 
0 
DON' T KNOW 
Number ( % )  
.5 (33 ) 
5 ( 21 ) 
9 (38 ) 
6 (2, )  
.5 ( 23 )  
7 ( 20 )  
0 
1 ( 6 ) 
*All percent fi gure s were rounded to the neare s t  whole number .  
Five groups showed s ignificant pos i tive re spons e s  to 
the statement that on the dorm parents • day off , the re lie f 
dorm parent has the same authority as the re gular d orm 
parent . Both the Dorm Parents and the Staff supported this 
item with pos i tive re sponse s amounting to 1 00 percent and 
nine ty-four percent , re spe ctive ly . Other groups indicating 
s igni ficant "YES" re sponse s were the 6 & 7 Girls , 8 &: 9 
Girls , and the sr . High Girls . 
Three student groups failed to indicate s ignificant 
re sponses t o  this s tatement . They were the 6 & 7 Boys , 
8 & 9 Boys , and the Sr .  High Boys . 
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TABLE 5 0 . --Dorm parents should che ck to see that students · 
are where they are supposed to be at certain 
time s . 
Groups YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
Number ( % )  Number ( % )  Number ( % )  
6 & 7 Boys 9 (60 ) 3 ( 20 ) 3 (20 ) 
6 & 7 Girls 1 7 ( 71 ) 3 ( 1 2 ) 4 ( 1 7 )  
8 & 9 Boys 121.57 ) 6 (29 )  3 ( 14 )  
8 & 9 Girls 1 2 (46 )  9 ( 35 ) 5 ( 1 9 ) 
Sr . High Boys 8 ( 36 )  7 ( 32 ) 7 (32 )  
Sr . High Gix-ls 1 1 (31 ) 21 (60 ) 3 ( 9 ) 
Dorm Parents 7 (78 ) 1 ( 1 1 ) 1 ( 11 ) 
Staff 9 ( 53 )  t (6 ) 7 (41 ) 
*All percent figure s were rounded to the nearest whole number . 
Five of the e ight groups indicated significant positive 
re sponses to the proposal that dorm parents should check 
to see that . students are where they are supposed to be 
at certain times . '!'he highe st positive re sponse came from 
the Dorm Parents with seventy-e i ght percent of them indicating 
"YES "  to this item. Other groups indicating significant 
pos itive re sponse s were the 6 & 7 Boys , 6 & . 7  Girls , 8 & . 9 
Boys and the Staff . 
One group, the sr . High Girls , indicated a s i gnificant 
negative re sponse to ·this i tem . Sixty percent of them. 
c ircled "NO "  on this item. '!'he remaining two groups , the 
8 & 9 Girls and the Sr . High Boys , did not indicate a 
significant response • 
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The first two statements in this se c ti on showed different 
ways of looking at the same que stion . The first stated 
that if the s tudent doesn' t do hi s work in the d orm , the 
dorm parent should make him do it . All groups indi cated 
s i gnificant support for this i te m .  
The s e c ond i tem stated that d orm parents should not 
force s tude nts to do their work if they didn' t want to d o  
it . This was saying the opposite of the previ ous statement . 
If the re spondents were be ing c onsistent , s ignificant numbers 
of' all groups should have answered " NO "  to thi s item . Only 
one group d id .  
The apparent inc ons i s tency may have be en caused by 
misunderstanding of the stat.eme nt . The way the statement 
was written with ne gative elements in both c lause s ,  it was 
difficult to  know how to answer it . Did a "YES " re �ponse 
mean that the re spondent. felt the dorm parent should not 
force a student to do his work or was he indicating that 
he should ? On the other hand , did a " NO "  re sponse mean that 
the person felt that the dorm parent· should not force a 
student to do his work or did i t  ind i cate disagreement with 
the statement , thus , indicating that the dorm parent should 
force the . student to do his work ? The pos sibi lities for 
misunders tand ing were pre sent and may account for the apparent 
inconsistency in re spons e s  for the two statements . 
The re sul.ts of the first s tatement indicated c ons iderable 
support for d orm parent insistence that work assignments 
be comple te d by the students . The me thods whi ch might be 
O l  
' '• '- ' "'Jot-- . · ;. ';\ ' . • . .  , : ,• .' " · ·-�i. , 
used to acc omplish thi's \Vere not c onsidered arid could provide 
topics for further inve stigati on . · It seems be s t  to disregard 
. 
the sec ond statement be cause of the c onfus ing way it was 
worded . 
!he next three items c ons idered vi olati on of rule s . 
In one it was stated that the dorm parent should report 
any viola�ion of0 sohool rul.f)a ., to ., the ·, Superintendent·. In · 
this st&.tement , the use of the term school rule's was meant 
. to indicate all rule s of the total school , not those spec ific 
to one particular dormitory. !his 111ay not ha"te been clear 
to the respondents . 
Onlf one group supported this statement while two· were . 
opposed . This le ft five groups unde c ided . Obvious ly , there 
was uncertainty over this item. !hi s  uncertainty may have 
been ,causecl by a lack of clarity in the wording of the 
statement . 
The seoond item dealing. with vi olati on of rules proposed 
that the d orm Pax-ent should punish ·a student for violJJ.ting 
the rules of the dormitory. All groups indi cated significant 
agreement with. this conce pt . 
'!'he third of these items proposed that the Superintendent 
should punish students " tor violating dormitoey rule s • 
Only '°ne group , the Dorm Parent� , indicated significant 
support for thi s proposal . Five gro\lpS wert opposed . 
'!'he re sults of the previous twtr i tems supports the 
, . . 
proposal that d orm pa.ren's . should handle the ir own d isc ipline 
problems wi thin the dormi tory . While all groups support.ed 
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punishment by dorm parents of vi olators of dorm rule s ,  
many opposed the proposition that the Superintendent punish 
those who violate dorm rule s .  
'!'he next item examined the des irability of scolding 
or correcting in private a s tudent who has mi sbehaved . 
All groups , except one , showed significant preference for 
the sc olding in private . This supports a generally held 
belief that Native American students do not like to be 
reprimanded i.n public . On the basis of these results , it 
seems des irable to respect the wishes of the students. by 
reprimanding them privately . 
Another statement c ons idered dormitory personne l 
respons ibility for puni shing students who had misbehave d  
in school . seven of the eight groups indicated that it 
was not the duty of the dorm parents to punish students for 
misbehavior in school . '!'his seems to indicate a separati on 
of �uperviiion in the school from that in the dormitory. 
This separation should be respected . 
The next three statements considered the privacy of 
a student ' s room .  On the proposal that dorm parents knock 
on the door be fore entering a student ' s  room , s i gnifi cant 
numbers of all groups indicated that this should be done . 
. . 
In view of this re sponse , this seems to be a well supported 
practice . 
Another statement c onsidered the need for dorm parents 
to inspect rooms to see that they were, clean. Six o f  the 
e ight groups indicated s i gnificant support for this proposal . 
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!liere fore , it seems that d orm parents should cons ider room 
inspecti on an acce pted part of the ir j obs . 
While inspecting a s tudent ' s  room to see that it was 
in order was generally accepted , the possibility of searching 
a room while its re s ident was absent re ce ived little support . 
Only one group , the Dorm Parents , felt it was proper to 
search a student ' s  room when he was absent . Six other 
groups indicated s ignificant oppos i ti on ,  
While occaisions may ari se whe n  i t  se ems necessary to 
search a student ' room ,  the re sults of thi s  i tem seem to 
indicate that the student should be pre sent when this take s 
place . Perhaps polic ies in this area c ould be deve loped 
which would be ac ce ptable to the students . 
There was general support for a policy of consistency 
in dealing wi th vi"o1a"tors of rule s . . Significant numbers 
of all groups fe lt that dorm parents should treat all students 
the same when they break the rules . While it is understood 
that there may be spec ial circumstances pe culiar to each 
situation , the se re sponse s  seem to support c onsistency 
in dealing with those who violate the rule s .  
The next item considered the de sirabili ty of a strict 
dorm p8.l'ent over.  one who was not strict . The purpose of 
this item was to determine whether students desired d orm 
parents who were firm in their dealings wi th s tudents . 
Three student groups indi cated signi ficant ne gative re sponses 
to the statement while the other . three student groups were 
unde c ided . 
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One re as on for so many unde cided groups may have been 
varying interpretati ons of what was meant by strict . Some 
· may have equated strict with mean or crue l . It is , there fore , 
d i fficult to generalize from the se re sults . 
Another i tem proposed that students should notify 
d orm parents whenever they were going to be gone from the 
dormitory for a school field trip or event . All groups 
indicated s igni ficant positive responses to thi s item . 
Therefore , it seems that d orm parents should expect this 
notificati on from students . 
The :next proposal c onsidered th� authority of the pers on 
who takes the place of the d orm parent on the dorm parent ' s  
day off .  Signi ficant numbers o f  s tudents i n  the girls 
dormi torie s as we ll as the total s taff ind i cated that the 
re lief dorm parent pos se ssed the s•me authority as the 
regular dorm parent did . 
While there was no significant oppositi on to this 
statement , the three boys dormitories were unde c ided as 
was indicated by the ir lack of any signifi cant re sponses .­
This seems to indi cate s ome uncertainty in the pos iti on of 
the re lief dorm parent . It is there fore s ugge ste d  ·that the 
role of the relie f  dorm parent be c larified , expe c ially 
in re spect to the boys dormitori e s . 
'!'he :final item proposed that d orm parents should che ck 
to see that students are where they are supposed to be at 
certain times . Five groups , inc·luding three c omposed of 
s tudents , indicated significant posi tive re sponses to this 
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item. Only one group indicated a signi ficant " NO "  re sponse 
while two groups did not indicate any significant re sponse . 
While there is s ome uncertainty , it seems fairly well accepted 
that dorm parents should sometimes check on the ir charge s 
to ensure that they are where they are supposed to be . 
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CHAPl'ER IV RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was de s i gned to provide information about 
student and total staff attitude s toward dormi tory life . 
It was also to provide informati on which c ould be passed 
on to new d ormitory pers onne l .  
A fifty item que stionnaire was administered t o  144 
students , nine dorm parents , and seventeen staff members . 
In view of the re sponses to the questi onnaires , the following 
rec.ommendati ons are offered a 
1 .  In view of the limited amount of research available 
on the subject� more inve stigati ons should be 
undertaken to c onsider student and staff attitude s 
; 
toward the vari ous aspects of dormitory life for 
Native American students in both government and 
private school dormitories . 
2 .  In view of the lack of information available , 
further research in student-staff attitude s toward 
dormitory life is recommended at the Navajo  Methodist 
Mission School . !his should be carried out regualrly 
and often. 
J .  Dorm parents should know the grades of the students 
in the ir dormitori e s . 
4 .  Dorm parents should mee t  regularly with teachers 
to discuss the progress which students are making 
in school . 
5 .  Educati onal leve l should be an important c ons iderati on 
in hiring dormitory pers onnel for the school . 
6 .  Dorm parents should mee t  with te achers whenever 
a student is experiencing difficulties in school . 
7 .  Dorm parents should meet with the real parents 
of the s tudent whenever he is experienc ing serious 
difficulties in the dormitory . 
8 .  Dorm parents should make every e ffort to know the 
parents and familie s of the ir students . 
9 . The c onfidential nature of pers onal c onversati ons 
be tween dorm parents and s tudents should be re spe c ted .  
1 0• A need exists for further inve fiiltigati on into the 
de s iribility of transportati on to town during the 
we k . 
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1 1 . The dorm parents of the s ixth and seventh grade 
students should monitor the bathing habits of their 
students . Other dorm parents should allow students 
greater responsibility in this area with the increas ing 
age of the student • .  
. 12 . Efforts should be made to provide snacks in the 
dormi torie s  every evening. 
13 . Students should be expe cted to make re sti tuti on 
for any intentional dama.ges which they do to the 
d ormitori e s . 
. 1 4 .  Alternat ives t o  dorm parent enforcement o f  the 
school dress code should b.e inve stigated . 
15 . Students should be expected to che ck out when 
leaving and in when returning to the dorm . 
1 6 .  There i s  a need for clarification of the circumstances 
under ·which students may visit the dorm parents 
in the ir apartments . 
17 . Dorm parents should plan spec ial activities for 
the students in the ir dorms from time to time , 
18�  More investigation o f  the time s and places where 
boy-girl soci'-1 interactions are de s ired should 
be initiated . 
1 9 ,  The role of the d ormitory program in the spiri tual 
life of the students needs much more investigation. 
2 0 .  Dorm parents should make certain that students d o  
the ir work ass i gnments in the dormitorie s . 
21 . Dorm parents should make every effort to deal wi th 
disciplinary problems within the dormitory before 
seeking outside help . 
22 . Any sc olding or c orrecting of students should be 
done in private . 
23 . Dorm parents should not be expected to punish 
students for misbehavior in school .  
24, Dorm parents should knock before entering a student ' s  
room. 
25 . Policies for searching student rooms should be 
developed and made known to students . 
26 . Re gular r o om inspections should be carried on 
by the dormitory pers onnel. 
27 . Dorm parents should be c onsistent in the ir treatment 
of students •ho violate dormitory rule s . 
28 . Dorm parents should expect notificati on from students 
when they are planning to be gone from the dorm 
for a school trip or �ctivity. 
29 . The role of the re lie f dormitory parent should 
be clari fied , e specially in regard to his authori ty .  
JO . Dorm parents should check peri odically to see 
that students are where they should be . 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
There are six basic areas in which dormitory personnel 
are involve d with students . These areas , along with an 
explanati on or de finiti on of them , are li s ted be low s 
Academic . 
Co.unseling. 
Custodial . 
Social � 
Spiritual . 
Supervisory .  
The academic area i s  concerned with progre s s  
i n  school work . I t  include s achievement in 
school subject areas and anything re lated to 
this . 
The counseling function i s  c oncerned with 
he lping students re s olve de c i si ons which they 
face . Thi s may include pers c>nal problems both 
from home and school , vocati onal plans and 
choic e s , and other de c i s i ons re lated to both 
pre sent and post school life . 
This re fers to the func ti on of taking care of 
s ome of the bas i c  physical ne eds of s tudents . 
This includes such things as basic medical care ­
and personal hygiene , se e ing that maintenance 
is done in buildings , and seeing that students 
are fed on weekends . This area c oncerns those 
things which are done almost automatically 
for the students . 
The social area deals with the interpersonal 
interactions among students . It inc lude s boy­
girl relations , interacti on among pe ers , and 
associations with adults and students of other 
ages . 
The spiritual re alm deals with fos tering a 
pers onal re ligi ous faith among the students . 
The supervisory tasks deal with see ing that 
students . fulfill the ir re spons ibi liti e s  in 
the ir school life . This may include such 
items as c ompletion of as signed work , mee ting 
appointments on time � and observance of school , 
dormitory� and campus rule s .-
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
I am in grade ----- · 
I am a boy girl ( c ircle one ) 
The following que s t i ons are d e s i gned to he lp the staff:". in 
performing the ir j obs in the d ormi torie s .  Please circle the 
response which be st indicate s your fee lings on each que stion.  
1 .  If a student doe sn ' t d o  his work in 
the d orm , the dorm pare nt should 
make him do it . 
2 .  The dorm parent should lead prayer 
times on a re gular basis in the dorm . 
3 . Dorm parents �hoUld know what grade s  
the ir students rece ive in s c hool . 
4 .  The d orm parents should me e t  with 
teachers when one of the ir students 
is having a problem . 
5 . Partie s in the d ormitory should be 
planned by the d orm parents . 
6 . Students should pay for any damage 
which they do although it may have 
. been an acc ident . 
7 . If a student breaks the rule s of the 
dorm ,  it is the dorm parents • j ob 
to puni sh him. 
8 .  Dorm parents should he lp students 
plan the ir future work in life • 
9 .  I f  a s t udent has a problem with his 
homework ,  the dorm parents should be 
able to he lp �im .  
1 0 .  When a boys dorm has a party , girls . 
should be allowed to attend . 
1 1 � .  Dorm parents shou1d lead a ble ss ing 
before meals served in the dormitory . 
1 2 . The dorm parent should be willing 
· to wash the clothe s of the students 
living in the ir dormitory . 
YES NO DON' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO . DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DO N ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON' T KNOW 
YES NO DON' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
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1 3 .  Snacks should be provided in the 
dormitory evei:y nigh"t . 
1 4 .  It is okay to go to the dorm parents 
on the ir day off i f'  you think you 
need to . 
1 5 .  When a girls ' dorm has a party , 
boys s hould be allowed to attend . 
16 . Dorm parents are .people to talk to 
if' you have s ome prol;>lem .  
1? .  Dorm par:ents should meet with te achers 
at certain time s  during the year 
to dis cuss the progre ss of the s tudents 
in the ir< ,dormitory ,, 
1 8 .  The dorm pa+ents take the places Of 
the real parente of the students in 
the ir dorms . 
1 9 .  A stri ct dorm parent is better than 
one who is not strict . 
2 0 .  I f  a s tudent appears to be very s i ck , 
the dorm parent should send him to 
the nurse . 
21 . If a stude nt needs to go to town 
during ;,;the week , the dorm parent 
should take him. 
22 . It is - okay for dorm parents to search 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
< 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KMOtf"v,\�: 
YES NO . DON' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
a student • s  r o om .when he i s  not pre sent . YES NO DO N ' T KNOW . ·  
23 . 
24 . 
If a stµdent damages the dorm on 
purpos• , · he  should; pay · for the 
damageo .  
When a stude nt is having problems 
in the dorm , the dorm parents should 
talk with the s tudent ' s  real parents . 
Whet\ students talk to dorm parents · 
about something personal , they should 
keep. i t  a secre t .  
26 . The ,form parents · should know the 
parents and family of the students 
irf the ir . .  d orm . 
YES NO DON' '!' KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T  KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T  KNOW 
2? . If a s tudent is having problems 
in school , the d orm parent should 
talk to him about it , 
2 8 . If a s tudent mi sbe have s in school , 
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YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
the dorm parent should punish him. YES NO DON ' T  KNOW 
29 . Dorm parents should not force students 
to do the ir work if the student 
doe sn ' t want to do it , YES NO DON' T KNOW 
)0 . If a student misbehaves , it is be tter 
to scold or correct him when he is 
alone . YES NO DON' T KNOW 
31 . Dorm parents should inspect s tudent ' s  
rooms to see that they are c lean .  
)2 . It i s  the responsibility of the dorm 
parent to make certain that students 
bathe re gularly . 
)) . The dorm parent should report any 
violation of school rules to the 
Superintendent . 
J4 . All me als should be serve d  in the 
YES NO DON' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
dormitory. YES N O  DON' T KNOW 
35 · Students should be able to go into 
the dorm parents apartment to visit 
whenever . they want to . YES NO DON' T KNOW 
J6 .• · If a student breaks the rules of 
the dorm, the Superintendent should 
- puni sh him. 
. 
YES NO DON' T KNOW 
J 7 . The dorm parents should me et on a 
regular bas is with parents to discuss 
the progre ss and behavior of the 
students living in the ir dorms . YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
38 , The dorm parents should treat all 
students the same when they break 
the rules . YES NO DON' T KNOW 
39 . The dorm parents should teach Sunday 
School to the students in their dorms . YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
40 . If a student needs to go to the 
doctor , his dorm parent should take 
him. YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
41. The dorm pa.rent should make certain 
students are properly · dre s sed before 
they go to school .  YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
42 . The dorm parent should plan activities 
such as picnics or movies for the ir 
students . YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
4J . The student should notify the dorm 
parent whenever he i s  going to be 
gone from the dormitory for a school 
field-trip or event � YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
44 .  Students should check-out whenever 
they leave the . dorm . YES NO DON' T KNOW 
.. 
4'.5 . It is the dorm parents • responsibility 
to see that students attend meals . YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
46 .  Students should check-in with dorm 
· parents when they return to the dorms . YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
47 . It is be tter to have study halls in 
the dormitory than in the school . YES NO DON' '!' KNOW 
48 . On the dorm parents • day off , the 
relief dorm parent ha.s the same 
authority as the regular dorm parent. YES NO DON ' '!' KNOW 
49 . Dorm parents should knock on a C• 
student ' s door before entering· the 
room. YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
;o . Dorm parents should che ck to see that 
students are where they are supposed 
to be at certain times . 
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